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ABSTRACT

!
Benessa, Katharyn Reishus. Secular Song of the Spanish Renaissance: Portrayals of
Moors and Christians during the reign of Isabel and Fernando, the Reconquest,
and the First Morisco Rebellion. Published Doctor of Arts dissertation, University
of Northern Colorado, 2018.
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Spanish secular songs from the 1460s to 1550s, represented by the forms of
romances, villancicos, and cancíones, are found in cancióneros, or songbooks, and
published collections for vihuela and solo voice. Organized according to narrative
categories and chronology, the songs reflect events before, during, and after the
reconquista and portray Moors and Christians from the reign of Isabel and Fernando to
beyond the First Morisco Rebellion. Many songs in the cancióneros are anonymous or by
little known composers, although seven pieces by Juan del Encina are included. Works in
the vihuela publications are represented by the composers, Luis Milán, Alonso de
Mudarra, Enrique Valderrábano, Miguel de Fuenllana, and Diego Pisador.
Addressing fort-five songs, a larger selection than is typically discussed in
scholastic research, the works are divided into narrative categories: The Isabel Songs,
The Carillo Songs, The Reconquista Songs (with subcategories of Conflict in Central
Spain, Conflict in Andalusia portrayed in the cancióneros, Conflict in Andalusia

!iii

portrayed in the vihuela publications, and The Other Alhama), Granada Songs, The
Morisco Songs, and Hearts Held Captive: Songs of Love, Rejection, and Grief.
Textual and musical analyses illuminate the differing narrative threads betweenthe
works of the cancióneros and the vihuela publications. From those that display courtly,
idealized expressions of love and beauty, to those that portray conflict, battles, and the
Moors, the songs reveal differences in perspective, mood, and form. Songs include a
previously unidentified set of pieces associated with Archbishop Alfonso Carillo, love
songs with disturbing associations of captivity, and the shifting portrayal of Moors
through an idealized memory of convivencia, or coexistence. Additionally, the dating of
the source, Canciónero musicale de la Colombina, is questioned. These works provide a
geocultural narrative of the tumult surrounding the pivotal year of 1492, creating a new
prism through which to view this historical period in Spain.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
January 2, 1492 marked the culmination of the Catholic Reconquista of Spain.
Occupied by Moors for over seven centuries, the Iberian peninsula had become a land of
ethnic and cultural diversity. Despite hundreds of years of conflict and shifting borders,
there were periods of convivencia, or coexistence, when Catholics, Muslims, and Jews
lived and worked together. Most people spoke Arabic to some level, no matter their
religion. Marked by cultural and intellectual growth, this time saw the founding of
numerous universities, the first written history of Spain, and scholars working on
translations of ancient Greek and Roman texts, not only into Latin, but the vernacular.
The year 1492 marked a change in cultural identity, with notable transitions before and
after. A society that once was ethnically and culturally fluid became increasingly rigid in
its Catholicism. Music of this era offers a glimpse into the mood and atmosphere of this
turbulent era of fluctuation.
The culture of Renaissance Spain was rich in secular song, with hundreds of
works found in individual composers’ published collections, and in privately compiled
cancióneros, or songbooks. This study identifies 45 pieces (40 unique pieces and five
additional settings) (see see Appendix C) from these sources, spanning approximately
100 years, that chronicle activity from the final push of the reconquista through the
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subsequent First Morisco Rebellion. The songs reference border wars, loss of territory,
and political figures such as the young monarchs, Fernando and Isabel, and often allude
to the complicated convivencia.
To what extent convivencia existed is a debated issue. For eight centuries, the
Iberian peninsula was inhabited by people of three faiths who managed to coexist despite
border wars. When the Moors conquered Spain, Jews and Christians were considered
“People of the Book” by Muslim leaders, and were permitted to continue practicing their
faith.1 The reign of Alfonso X during the 13th century marked a cultural Golden Age and
another period of functioning coexistence. While Alfonso X was unsuccessful politically,
his reign was known for a flourishing of intellect, with the establishment of a center for
translations, and artistic and musical collaboration. Evidence of this collaboration exists
in works commissioned by Alfonso X — the Cantigas de Santa Maria (“Song of Praise
for the Virgin Mary”) and the Libro de los Juegos ("Book of games”) — which include
colored illuminations of people of varying ethnicities and dress playing music and chess
together.2 To define convivencia as a peaceful coexistence is too broad a designation.
Rather, it was “a wary civic harmony, fostered by the crown in the interests of social
peace and punctuated from time to time by violent clashes.”3
In most research addressing the musical and textual style of these works, the
sources are discussed en masse, as one cohesive genre, without distinction between the

1

William D. Phillips, Jr., and Carla Rahn Phillips, A Concise History of Spain, 2nd ed. (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2017), 61.
2

Ibid,, 93–96.

3

Ibid., 97.
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two types and purposes of the sources: the cancióneros contain primarily unaccompanied
polyphonic songs and were written for court reception, while the composers’ publications
contain many works for solo voice and the vihuela (the region’s principal plucked-string
instrument), solo vihuela works, arrangements of motets and mass movements, as well as
unaccompanied polyphonic songs. These were intended for a broader popular audience
(see Table 1.1 and Table 1.2 for names and dates of sources discussed).
Through a textual analysis I will trace the treatment of events and figures in these
songs to create a narrative, bringing out the differing viewpoints expressed in the two
types of sources. These pieces are often theatrical, portraying a dialogue or a direct
address, but a perceptible shift of mood occurs from the cancióneros to the vihuela
publications. By coordinating the narratives of the lyrics with a timeline of historic
events, this study follows the evolving perceptions of the Moors during and after the
reconquista, including the plight of those who converted. While the pieces of the
cancióneros champion the aristocracy and military conquests, thus reflecting the goals of
the monarchy to gain the Kingdom of Granada and impose Catholicism over all their
territories, the music of the vihuela publications also express loss and a longing for the
lost convivencia and the cultural richness of previous generations. This changing mood is
also reflected in the musical styles.
The narratives are organized in the following categories: the Isabel songs, devoted
to the monarch; the Carillo songs, which associate works with an historical figure not
discussed in other studies; the reconquista songs, which cover conflicts occurring from
the early 1400s up to 1491; the Granada songs, which are specifically associated with
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reconquering of the city of Granada (the last Moorish stronghold of the Iberian
peninsula); the Morisco songs, which reference Muslims who converted to Catholicism,
as well as the positive influence of the Moors on Iberian society; and lastly, songs of love,
rejection, and grief.
By identifying a larger collection of pieces than is included in any other study,
dividing them into narratives of time, place, style and source, this work builds a
geocultural narrative of the tumult surrounding the pivotal year of 1492, creating a new
prism through which to view this historical period in Spain.

!
Table 1.1. Cancióneros
Name

Dates Compiled

Abbreviation

Canciónero musical de la Colombina

1460s-1480s

C-Colombina

Canciónero musical de Palacio

1505-1520

C-Palacio

Canciónero musical de Medinaceli

1550

C-Medinaceli

!
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Table 1.2. Vihuela Publications
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Composer

Publication

Date

Luis de Milán

Libro de música de vihuela de
mano....intitulado El maestro

1536

Luis de Narváez

Los seys libros del delphín

1538

Alonso de Mudarra

Tres libros de música encifras para
vihuela

1546

Enrique de Valderrábano

Libro de música de vihuela, intitulado 1547
Silva de sirenas

Diego Pisador

Libro de música de vihuela

1552

Miguel de Fuenllana

Orphenica lyra

1554

!
Methodology
My goal in this research is to examine Spanish secular works from the 1460s to
1550s whose texts reference the Moors and Moorish culture in order to discern prevailing
views of the Moors during and after the reconquista. The largest surviving sources that
contain both lyrics and music are three cancióneros (see Table 1.1, above) of
unaccompanied songs and six publications by vihuelist-composers (see Table 1.2, above).
I examined all the songs texts in the sources listed (in Tables 1.1 and 1.2, above) and
isolated almost 100 pieces for consideration, ultimately whittling them down to the
current 45 works. These include pieces with texts that reference specific names and
places, or that are evocatively atmospheric.
In order to establish criteria for the textual and compositional styles representing
these sentiments, I included works written to honor Fernando and Isabel. Such promonarchy texts are relevant for illuminating differences between works from the time
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before the monarchs married, when Andalusia was still under Moorish occupation, to
those following their marriage, when together they spearheaded the last push of the
reconquista. Thus the pieces trace the idealism of a fable-like courtship and wedding to
the reality of tyrannical rule, ultimately resulting in the inquisition. After identifying the
pieces to be studied, I collected, translated, and organized the texts to compile a historic
timeline of the figures and battles they reference. I then examined the melodic lines and
text settings to analyze the sentiments expressed by the songs.
For texts that include identification of Moors, I looked for the terms 1) “moro/
mora” 2) “morisco/morisca”; these words describe, respectively, 1) someone Muslim and
of North African origin, and 2) someone originally Muslim, of North African origin, but
who converted to Catholicism. It should be noted, however, that the term “morisco”
predates the forced Christian conversions following the reconquista, and in that case was
used as an adjective simply describing something as “Moorish.”4 Furthermore, I did not
include several attractive songs that refer to a “morena” or “morenica,” because in these
cases, the terms pertain to complexion or hair color, but not religious background. A
“morena” could be darker-skinned or a brunette, but not necessarily Muslim.5 While I
have not been able to identify any songs that specifically reference Sephardic Jews, the
term “morena” could certainly refer to a Jewish woman, a Moorish woman, a Gypsy, or
simply, a brunette.

4
5

L.P. Harvey, Muslims in Spain: 1500 to 1614 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2005), 2–3.

Harvey, 9. Example of these songs are,”Ojos morenicos” (“Dark eyes”), and “Morenica, dame un
beso” (Dark-haired girl [one possibility], give me a kiss”) in C-Palacio.
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A note about the inclusions of texts and translations is in order: the texts of many
of the pieces have numerous stanzas, including many published in other sources not set to
music. Including the full text and a translation of all, or even most, of the 45 pieces
discussed in this study is beyond the scope of the project. For my interpretation and
analyses, I have focused on several pertinent lines of text, which do not necessarily come
from the same stanza. As the intent of this study is to broaden the scope of the number
and types of works examined — in other words, to create a survey of related material —
full texts and translations are not always included. In those cases a summary of long
narratives is provided.
Translations were not available for many of these works, whose texts pose many
difficulties for anyone who is not a specialist in Medieval and Renaissance Spanish.
While primarily in Castilian (the precursor to modern Spanish), the texts include
vocabulary from Galician, Catalan, and Portuguese, and frequently lack modern
standards of spelling and grammar. Of the translations that do exist, many are outdated:
for example, often translating “la mora” or “la morena’ as “dusky girl.” Unless otherwise
noted the translations are mine. Even with good translations, I occasionally felt the need
to challenge a few points. Without the aid of a specialist, my translations aim for literal
accuracy over poetic expression.

!
!

Review of Literature
Previous research on this topic has focused either on music or text. Select studies

of music have been debated for decades, while a growing body of articles in the field of
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literature have focused mainly on the romances, or ballads. The musical studies are
mostly concerned with historical events, while the articles from the field of literature
typically delve into Moorish identity. This study expands upon these areas by referencing
a larger body of works, tying them to a more specific timeline (see Appendix A),
organized by narrative topic, and differentiating them according to sources.
In the chapter “Secular Polyphony during the Reigns of Fernando and Isabel,”
from Robert Stevenson’s Spanish Music in the Age of Columbus (1960), the author
describes seven anonymous songs from Canciónero musicale de la Colombina and
Canciónero de la Palacio on the topic of reconquista victories.6 The analyses of the
works are brief, but more than enough to entice future study. Following the Stevenson
chapter by a decade, scholar Charles Jacobs delivered the most in-depth and often-cited
article on the topic.7 Jacobs’ work remains unsurpassed by subsequent studies with regard
to his analysis of texts tied to historical events. Covering a little more than a handful of
pieces, and focusing primarily on romances, Jacobs includes works from the cancióneros,
including four covered in Stevenson’s study, but also examines works from the vihuela
publications. His analysis is thorough: he covers pieces I would not have identified as
Moorish topics, and provides excellent translations. Nevertheless, at a mere fifteen pages,
the article tantalizes more than it satisfies. Subsequent scholars have been tempted by the
subject, but have hardly expanded upon it. Indeed, the same pieces are examined
repeatedly by both literature and music scholars, without extending the parameters set by

6
7

Robert Stevenson, Spanish Music in the Age of Columbus (The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 1960), 245.

Charles Jacobs, “The Spanish Frontier Ballad: Historical, Literary and Musical Associations,” The
Musical Quarterly 58/4 (Oct 1972), 605–621.
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Jacobs in the year 1972. In examining dozens more pieces, I hope to expand this
scholarship and draw closer attention to the repertoire in the vihuela publications.
Subsequent research by other scholars follows Jacobs’ template of discussing
works from both cancióneros and vihuela publications without distinguishing the
differences between them. Because much of the research comes from the field of
languages and literature and is focused on the significance of ballads as a forerunner of
the novel, the literary value of the villancico has been overlooked, something my research
seeks to remedy. Mary B. Quinn’s dissertation8 and subsequent book, The Moor and the
Novel: Narrating Absence in Early Modern Spain (2013),9 fall into this category: as one
of the largest and most recent studies of this topic, it is worthy of detailed examination.
Quinn discusses how the role of the Moor was perceived after expulsion, and how this
view contributed to the establishment of a new Spanish identity. Like Jacobs, Quinn
focuses on a handful of romances, bypassing all of the villancicos. In Quinn’s research, as
in most literary research, the romances are referred to as ballads and are discussed here as
evidence of nostalgia for earlier times. Quinn recognizes the later romances found in the
vihuela publications as a “new national phenomenon, a ‘hybrid genre,’”10 and points out
that of 25 ballads, eleven have “Muslim” (Quinn’s chosen term, rather than “Moorish”)
themes. She suggests that the ballad is a nostalgic form that serves to romanticize the
Moor, and that allusions to the chivalric serve as a respite during a period of war and
8
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tumult as well as elevating the Moors, putting them on equal footing with the Spanish
knights.11 According to Quinn, the frontier ballad, Moorish novella, and Moorish ballad
embraced the theme of the idealized Muslim,12 while creating an romanticized past
“necessary for Christian identity.”13
It should be noted that, although the reconquista was complete by 1492, Moors
continued to live and be active in Spain, losing their power immediately, but their cultural
identity slowly. Quinn bases her conclusions on the premise that these texts reflect Moors
in a positive light and assumes that convivencia was total, overlooking the First Morisco
Rebellion. Indeed, some songs could serve as a subtle form of protest: for example,
reacting to the enlistment of Moors, now Moriscos, into fighting alongside Catholic
Spanish soldiers against the French trying to invade Spain, despite the legal restrictions
that had been placed on them.
Ballads are undoubtedly important to literary history, yet from a music scholar’s
point of view it is somewhat myopic to focus on ballads/romances when they constitute
only a portion of a much larger collection of works. Moreover, scholars outside the field
of music often make errors in their discussions of musical style, or overly simplify it: for
example, in a footnote, Quinn refers to the vihuela publications as songbooks (as were the
cancióneros), not recognizing that many of the pieces in the vihuela publications are
instrumental solos.14 Regarding musical form, Quinn concludes that the pieces are
11
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musically repetitive, when in fact the inherent musical form of a romance is strophic, and
that that repetition serves as a device for storytelling.
Even though Nora Paulus’ 2014 published paper, “1492: the Spanish Reconquista
reflected by the Canciónero Musical de Palacio”15 also deals with the topic of my study,
her bibliography is limited. The paper is based on the Jacobs’ article, as well as a Gilbert
Chase article from 1939, and other articles from the 1930s and 1950s. One valuable
contribution made by Paulus is her identification of the first book on Castilian grammar,
Gramática de la lengua castellana, published in 1492 by Antonio de Nebrija, a work that
reinforced growing Spanish nationalism and cultural identity, and contributed to the
emergence of a standard language. In tying the songs to the upsurge of growing Spanish
nationalism through the codification of the Castilian language, Paulus notes that
Fernando and Isabel surrounded themselves with Spanish musicians. While this is true, it
should be noted that the court’s secular music was greatly influenced by Franco-Flemish
and Italian composers; languages represented in the sources include Italian, Portuguese,
Latin, and French.16 While the focus of her study is music from one of the cancióneros, as
noted in her title, she includes three works (of the nine discussed) from vihuela
publications, without acknowledging this important distinction.
For the most part, Paulus’s article is a rudimentary summary with small errors,
such as describing the 1890 Barbieri edition of the Canciónero musical de Palacio as
comprising works for one voice with instrumental accompaniment, when indeed most of

15
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the works are a capella.17 Paulus rarely includes musical analysis and when she does it is
superficial.18
Şizen Yiacoup’s cultural language study, Frontier Memory: Cultural Conflict and
Exchange in the Romancero fronterizo, addresses the literary appeal of Moorish culture,
which she calls maurophilia. While focusing on literary texts, her study includes two
songs, “Passeavase el rey moro” and “Sobre Baza,” and while she does not address the
music setting, she does explore their historical background and narrative intent.19
As popular as the subject is — clearly many scholars are intrigued by historical
references to the Moor in songs — there is very little recent scholarship of substance;
most studies echo the same few articles, mainly inspired by Jacob’s work. The lack of
historical and geographical reference beyond what was completed by Jacobs is surprising,
as none of the research takes into account the regional differences and backgrounds of the
vihuela composers. Moreover, while authors from the field of literature and language
offer new literary and cultural perspectives in their examination of Spanish and Moorish
identity, there is an unfortunate dearth of useful musical analysis, which would enhance
the understanding of the emotional intent of the lyrics.
My original thesis, like that of several authors, was to discuss works sympathetic
towards the Moor, thus illustrating a dichotomy with historical facts; the results, however,
were far more complex. Works which I expected to be sympathetic to Moors really were

17 A few
18
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Paulus, 6.
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not, and upon closer investigation, many works demonstrated loyalty to Fernando and
Isabel. Surprising results appeared in the vihuela publications, where songs often showed
more independent thought, with allusions to political events, ironic commentary, and
protest.
Stevenson’s work is a broad and valuable survey of the music in the cancióneros,
but does not include detailed musical or textural analysis of many pieces. Jacobs’ article
provides extraordinary detail of a small selection of pieces, and includes works from the
vihuela publications. The remaining studies are from the field of literature, where songs
are included for their textual reference to Moors. The same small selection of songs are
written about repeatedly: seven from the Canciónero musical de Palacio and six from
vihuela publications (see Table 1.3).

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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Table 1.3. Songs included in selected research
Canciónero Songs

Stevenson

Jacobs

“Caballeros de Alcala”

X

X

X

“Por los campos”

X

X

X

“Levanta, Pascual”

X

X

“Qu’es de to desconsolado”

X

X

“Una sañosa porfia”

X

X

“Sobre Baza”

X

X

“Triste España”

X

Vihuela Publications

Stevenson

Yiacoup

Jacobs

Paulus

X
X
X

“A las armas moriscote”
“Passeavase el rey moro”

Quinn

Quinn

X
X

Yiacoup

Paulus

X

X

X
X

“Con pavor”

X
X

“De Antequera sale moro”

X

“La mañana de San Juan”

X

“Sospirates, Baldovinos”

X

X

X
X
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By examining 32 additional works from the same sources, I aim to expand upon
the excellent work created by Stevenson and Jacobs, establishing criteria for further
organization of the works according to their narrative content. This approach also
demonstrates a differentiation in purpose and style between the cancióneros and the
vihuela publications. Typically viewed through a single lens, these sources reveal nuances
of the changing social landscape when juxtaposed.
From works highlighting heroism, conquest, and acquisition, to those
accentuating loss, captivity, and oppression, these songs go beyond the portrayal of

!15
historical events to reflect the changing social climate from the reconquista to the First
Morisco Rebellion through the reign of Charles V.
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CHAPTER II
BACKGROUND
Historical Background
With the exception of Canciónero musical de la Colombina, the sources studied
here were compiled or published after the fall of Granada in 1492, when the Moors lost
their last stronghold in Iberia. The song texts refer to events leading up to the fall, as well
as events some 50 years later: Canciónero musical de Palacio followed the first Moriscos
Rebellion (1500) and Isabel’s death (1504); Canciónero musical de Medinaceli and the
vihuela publications follow Fernando’s death (1516).
A summary of events prior to 1492 places the songs in historical context. Since
this history is complicated by figures sharing the same name and places not commonly
known, Appendix A provides a condensed timeline of major events, figures, and dates,
and Appendix B provides three maps illustrating 1) the Iberian Peninsula, 2) Central
Spain, and 3) the Kingdom of Granada.
Almost eight centuries earlier, in the year 711, the Moors from North Africa, led
by Tariq ibn Ziyad, the governor of Tangier, conquered the Iberian Peninsula.20 The first
Muslim conquerors were mostly Berbers, the native ethnic group of North Africa. Later
the Moors came to include North Africans of Arab descent. Soon after the conquest of

20

Phillips, 65.
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711, Catholic rulers commenced battling to gain back the land, and thus the period from
722 to 1492 is called the re-conquering, or the reconquista. For the next 600 years,
starting in northern Iberia and moving southward, the regions of Asturias, León, and
Castile were slowly regained. By the year 1252, all that remained of the Moorish
territories was the Kingdom of Granada in Andalusia, an area of over 12,000 square
miles, which includes the cities of Málaga, Almería, and Marbella (see Appendix B, Map
3), each with a population of between 15,000 and 40,000.21
While Andalusia was occupied by the Moors for another 240 years, the north
central region of Castile and León grew to be a cultural and political center, particularly
the city of Valladolid and the surrounding towns of Madrid and Salamanca. As the capital
of Castile and León, Valladolid was an intellectual center with a university founded in
1241. It was also where Fernando, future King of Aragon (b.1452-1516), and Isabel, the
future Queen of Castile (b.1451-1504), were married in 1469; in fact, Isabel was born in a
town between Salamanca and Madrid, Madrigal de las Altas Torres, in the province of
Ávila. Nearby Salamanca was the site of another medieval university that was known as a
center for music theorists. It is in this rich scholarly and musical area of Castile that the
Canciónero musical de Palacio was compiled, as well as where two of the vihuelistcomposers, Miguel de Fuenllana and Diego Pisador, were born.
Before joining forces and becoming the rulers now infamous for initiating the
brutal Spanish Inquisition and the expulsion of Jews and Muslims, Fernando and Isabel
were perceived in a more positive light, perhaps even a romantic one. Isabel was the half
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sister to King Enrique IV of Castile and Leon, the largest and most powerful region of
Iberia. After two marriages, Enrique was unable to produce an heir, earning him the
nickname “The Impotent.” His second wife, however, gave birth to an illegitimate
daughter, Juana (later known as “Juana la loca” or “Juana the Mad”). Concerned about
the succession of his rule if Juana was known to be illegitimate, Enrique arranged for the
marriage of the then fourteen-year-old Isabel to the Portuguese King Afonso V, nineteen
years her senior. This match would have the dual purpose of removing her from
competition with Juana as heir to the throne, as well as gaining Portuguese support.22
Isabel was not a passive bystander in these events. At risk of imprisonment under Enrique
if she did not marry, she delayed the engagement by requesting the approval of the
nobles. Isabel was seemingly isolated, with a mentally unfit mother, who may have
suffered from dementia, and a younger brother, Alfonso, who died at the age of fourteen.
Isabel delayed marriage to the Portuguese king for three years, putting at risk the
prospects of peace and an alliance with Portugal.23
Enter Alfonso Carrillo de Acuña (1410-1482), politician, archbishop, and Isabel’s
advisor. While Enrique tried to secure the marriage between Isabel and Afonso, Carillo
went in a different direction: he brought in Fernando, then sixteen, an heir of King Juan II
of Aragon. Young and attractive, possessing sword and horse skills associated with
chivalry and character, he cut a romantic figure.24 Isabel agreed to meet him, and Carillo
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secretly negotiated the marriage. Isabel eventually told Enrique of her plans, causing him
to send troops to arrest her while she was in Valladolid.25
Fernando and Isabel nonetheless were married in Valladolid in 1469 and
Fernando’s court moved from Aragon to Castile. The story of the secret courtship made
Fernando, Isabel, and Carillo romantic figures, capturing the hearts of the people, and
inspiring artists and composers. Six years later Enrique IV died, making Fernando and
Isabel King and Queen of Castile and León; four years later they became rulers of the
Kingdom of Aragon, thus uniting their holdings to create the largest kingdom in Iberia,
while alienating King Afonso V and Portugal.
The Moorish Kingdom of Granada had maintained its foothold for 240 years,
often by paying tribute to surrounding Christian kingdoms. This created a complicated
Moorish presence: they were an integral part of society and a source of cheap labor and
income. Undeterred, after Fernando and Isabel married, the two monarchs began the final
push to reconquer Granada. This conflict lasted for ten years, ending on January 2, 1492,
when Mohammed XII Abu Abdallah (known in Spain as Boabdil) surrendered the palace
of Alhambra and thus Granada. In recognition, Pope Alexander VI gave Fernando and
Isabel the title Los Reyes Catolicos, or The Catholic Monarchs, in 1494.26
Soon thereafter came restrictions limiting religious freedom. A mere three months
brought an edict requiring all Jewish people to either leave by the end of July or
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convert.27 Half of the Jewish population left.28 Those who became Christians —
conversos — did not escape harassment, but became targets of inquiries (hence the name
“inquisition”) for several decades.29 On the other hand, under the Treaty of Granada,
Muslims were allowed to continue practicing their religion and customs for about 20
years. Religious freedom, however, was short-lived. The year 1510 began a period of
forced conversions of Muslims to Christianity. Converted Moors were called moriscos,
and were no longer allowed to practice Moorish customs, including those of dress,
language, or religious ceremonies. The resulting tensions lead to the first of the two
Morisco Rebellions.
All the vihuela literature in this study was published after this period, during the
reign of Charles V, Holy Roman Emperor and grandson of Isabel and Fernando. Thus the
era of secular song examined in this study ranges from works written before, during, and
after the fall of Granada — from Isabel’s and Fernando’s courtship, the combining of
their reigns, to the final Reconquista, the expulsion Jews, to the first of the Morisco
Rebellions — and the ensuing tumult following this cultural shake-up.

!
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Sources
Cancióneros
As noted in Chapter 1, the pieces discussed in this study are found in sixteenthcentury songbook manuscripts (called cancióneros) and vihuela publications, listed above
in Table 1.1. and Table 1.2, respectively. The songbooks studied are the Canciónero
musical de la Colombina,30 the Canciónero musical de Palacio,31 and the Canciónero
musical de Medinaceli.32 The publications under consideration are those by vihuelistcomposers: Luis Milán, Alonso de Mudarra, Enrique Valderrábano, Miguel de Fuenllana,
and Diego Pisador (see the timeline in Appendix A for the position of the sources in
historical context).
The earliest source is the Canciónero musical de la Colombina (hereafter referred
to as C-Colombina), copied for a noble court and comprised of 95 primarily polyphonic
vocal pieces for two to four voices. These date from the 1460s to 1480s, placing them
before the final conquest of Granada.33 Although its works lack Moorish references, I
have identified three pieces that fit within the scope of this study; they were compiled
about the time of Isabel’s courtship and wedding (1469) and the initiation of the war
against Granada (1482). As a collection assembled presumably to entertain a court, these
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works flatter and entertain, rather than reflect historical facts or make political
commentary.
By 1534, C-Colombina was in the collection of Fernando Columbus (1488–1539),
who amassed a large library, La Biblioteca Colombina. Fernando was the illegitimate son
of Christopher Columbus (1451–1506) and was briefly in service to Prince Juan (son of
Fernando and Isabel). After the prince’s death, Fernando served Isabel I. When Fernando
died, his collection became the property of the Cathedral of Seville. Stevenson suggests
that all the compositions in C-Colombina probably predate 1490, since none of the works
by the prolific and popular composer Juan del Encina are included. Stevenson also notes
that more of the pieces are representative of the older cancíon form, and only a few are
villancicos, a form that later became more prominent.34 Although two-thirds of the pieces
are anonymous, those with attributions are primarily by native Spanish composers,
including a singer from Fernando’s chapel, Alcalá de Heneress of Toledo; the known
composers represented in the manuscript seem to reflect Fernando and Isabel’s court.
Another composer whose music is included is Juan Madrid, who played for Prince Juan
(who employed Fernando Columbus); it is possible that Fernando was acquainted with
the composers and pieces represented in the canciónero.35
The Canciónero musical de Palacio (hereafter called C-Palacio) is a songbook
compiled from 1505 to 1520. It is assumed that the works were copied and collected for a
court, typically thought to be for Fernando and Isabel, but some scholars believe it was
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collected for the Duke of Alba, a noble house also located in Castile.36 With over 450
unaccompanied vocal works for one to four voices, this is the largest source of secular
music from the Spanish courts. I have identified twenty-three pieces relevant to my topic,
making it the most represented source. C-Palacio was first edited in 1890 by Francisco
Asenjo Barbieri. While the dominant language represented is Castilian, the closest to
modern Spanish, it includes examples of Galician-Portuguese, which was typically the
language of poetry (and the language of the medieval monophonic songs, the Cantigas de
Santa Maria). Some pieces are set to examples of Catalan (related to Occitan, the
language of troubadour poetry), some include the occasional Basque word. Other
languages represented in the collection are Italian, Latin, and French, sometimes in a
mixture. The themes portrayed emphasize love, knighthood, the pastoral, celebration,
history, and religion.
Of the twenty-one selected works from C-Palacio, seven are by one composer,
Juan del Encina (1468-1529/30, original surname Fermoselle), making him the most
represented composer in this study. He was born in Salamanca, where he attended the
university and held a number of royal appointments, including for the Duke of Alba. He
worked in several cathedrals in Spain and Rome, but was never part of any royal chapel.
Encina’s cathedral positions were limited because he was not ordained as a priest. It is
thought that his family was originally Jewish, but it is not known in which generation
they may have become conversos, if that is what indeed occurred. Encina eventually
became ordained at the age of 51 and was given the priorship of León cathedral by Pope
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Leo X. Most of his compositions date from when he was in his thirties, but he was more
renowned for his dramatic work. He wrote a treatise about poetic meters and forms called
Arte de poesia castellana (1496) as well as many plays, all of which included the musical
element of a villancico.37 His deft literary hand is apparent in the tightly written lyrics of
his songs.
While C-Colombina precedes the expulsion of Moors in 1492, C-Palacio follows
it, thereby offering a tantalizing view of historical events. While some works refer simply
to the occasional “moro,” many mention a specific person, town, or event. The less
specific “moro” songs often feature a love theme. Because the audience for the
canciónero was a noble court, the ideas of forbidden love would fascinate and entertain.
Other references are more oblique, and often pastoral.
The last song collection examined in this study is the Canciónero musical de
Medinaceli (hereafter called C-Medinaceli) dating from after 1550. This collection was
compiled around the time of the Morisco Revolts and includes chivalric references
harkening back to romantic courtly ideals. It features three songs that include the figure
of Carillo, as well as one each honoring Isabel and Fernando, and one morisco song, for a
total of six works included in this study.

!
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Vihuela Publications
The final collection of sources examined are the vihuela publications, which span
the years 1536 to 1554. The large number of printed copies of these publications attest to
the growing popularity of the vihuela and its music, its appeal extending beyond the
nobility to a growing middle class. The publications differ from the cancióneros in that
they contain a larger variety of secular and sacred works, in addition to an abundance of
solo instrumental works, such as fantasias and differencias. It is the secular songs that are
pertinent to this study. In the hands of the vihuelist-composers, the 3-4 voice a capella
songs of the cancióneros are distilled down to one voice with vihuela accompaniment.
The accompaniment is not a simple strummed pattern: the vihuela is a court instrument
and the writing for it is intricate, often mirroring the imitative counterpoint found in the
cancióneros. There are several concordances between the cancióneros and the vihuela
publications, and among the publications themselves. The concordances between the
manuscripts and published collections are significant, considering their different intended
audiences. This study examines fourteen works from these sources.
Studying the works in the vihuela publications contributes an added point of
discussion. While the cancióneros are collections of works by numerous composers and
— in many cases — anonymous pieces, each vihuela publication contains not only
transcriptions, arrangements, and intabulations of other composers’ works, but unique
compositions by each publication’s author, and therefore represents an individual
compositional style and regional influence.
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There is some discussion among scholars about why the vihuela dominated in
Spain while the rest of Europe embraced the lute. Douglas Alton Smith has suggested that
the crown’s rejection of Moorish culture was the reason for Spanish composers’ adoption
of the vihuela as their polyphonic plucked-string instrument, since the lute was an
instrument of Arabic origin, and thereby associated with the Moors.38 Other scholars are
not convinced by this explanation, saying that the lute did not completely disappear, and
that other remnants of Moorish society remained.39 Be that as it may, this concentrated
twenty-year span witnessed an intense period of output for the vihuela, not the lute,
instruments which are equal in difficulty and expression. These collections were
published well after the first Morisco Rebellion, during a time that saw increasing
intolerance of Moorish customs and accoutrements. The vihuela was a court instrument,
which was replaced by the guitar during the Baroque period, while in Europe the lute
grew in size and range, with the development of the archlute and theorbo. It is quite likely
that the adoption of the vihuela reflected not only a non-Moorish choice, but also
reflected growing Spanish nationalism. The choice of instrument did not preclude the
composers from writing music with Moorish influences, however. The immediate
ancestors of the vihuelistas would have had direct connections with Moorish culture.
The vihuela composers were typically court or church musicians, and often the
product of educational centers. Of the six vihuelistas discussed, four were from central
Spain (where Isabel was raised), in the Castilian centers of Madrid, Valladolid, and
38
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Salamanca, and were often university-educated. The introduction of higher learning in
Spain can be traced to the Moorish occupation. Islamic Madrasahs, or schools of
advanced study, were located in Córdoba, Seville, Toledo, Granada, Murcia, Almería,
Valencia, and Cádiz.40 Islam had an established tradition of higher education; the oldest
continuously operating university was founded in 859 in Fez, Morocco, by Fatima alFihri, the daughter of a merchant family. The University of Al Quaraouiyine predates the
first European universities in Bologna (1088), Paris (c.1150), and Oxford (1167). While
Andalusia continued as an Islamic center of education prior to the reconquest, six
universities were founded throughout Catholic Spain in the 13th century, the earliest of
which was the University of Palencia in northern Spain in 1212.
The music from these publications is originally written in tablature, with the vocal
line incorporated into the instrumental part, but differentiated by being written in a bolder
font, or in red, to visually separate it from the instrumental part in black ink. All of the
works have been transcribed into standard notation, which are realized in two different
ways: one type intended for musicologists places the music in two staves, a treble and
bass clef; the other type is intended for players, predominantly classical guitarists, and the
music is put in a single stave with a treble clef, notated an octave higher than the
indicated pitch.41 While the arrangements for grand staff are neat in appearance, the
presentation is pianistic, and may not best portray the idiomatic features and varying
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textures of scalar passages, imitative counterpoint, and homophonic continuo settings.
The examples in this study employ a single staff for the vihuela part and a separate staff
for the vocal line to illustrate that the works were performed by a singer and
instrumentalist, or very likely by a single musician.
The earliest vihuela composer, Luis Milán (c.1500–c.1560), was neither from the
central Castilian region nor Andalusia, but from Valencia in eastern Spain on the
Mediterranean Sea, and part of the Crown of Aragon. Valencia was an area of violence
against Moors, who were forced to convert to Christianity or suffer death. The Moors
also were an integral part of Valencian society, which relied on their labor. Until 1538,
Milán served the Valencian court of Germaine de Foix, the second wife of Ferdinand II.
Milán's writings include a book about courtly life and games.42 In 1536 he published the
earliest book of vihuela music, El Maestro,43 which includes 12 villancicos (six in
Castilian, and six in Portuguese), four romances in Castilian, and six sonetos in Italian, in
addition to solo vihuela fantasias and other works. Milán’s compositional style is marked
by virtuosic instrumental writing with passages of redobles, or scalar flourishes,
improvisatory in nature and imitating Arabic oud-style playing, which is typically
produced with a plectrum. This study examines two romances set by Milán.
The remaining vihuela-composers featured in individual vihuela collections are
Luis de Narváez, Alonso de Mudarra, Enrique de Valderrábano, Diego Pisador, and
Miguel de Fuenllana. Luis de Narváez (flourished 1526–1549) is the only Andalusian
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represented here, and was born in post-reconquest Granada. He may have had an
association with the court of Charles V through service to his Secretary of State, and as
musician of the royal chapel, where he knew keyboard composer, Antonio de Cabezón.
He later travelled with Prince Phillip before the latter became King of Spain.44 This study
looks at two works from his book Los seys libros del delphín,45 published in Valladolid in
1538, and the first publication to contain diferencias (variations), predating Cabezón’s
influential diferencias by 40 years.
Alonso de Mudarra (c.1510–1580) was a priest raised near Madrid in the
household of the Dukes of Infantando. He also may have been associated with Charles V,
and became a major figure in the Cathedral in Seville, an important center after the
reconquista, where he often consulted with Francisco Guerrero, one of the best known
Renaissance composers of Spain. Mudarra’s work Tres libros de música46 was published
in Seville in 1546.47
Enrique de Valderrábano (flourished 1547) was from east of Valladolid, in
Peñaranda del Duero, where the 4th Count of Miranda, Francisco de Zúñiga, had a
palace. Valderrábano dedicated his work Libro de música de vihuela, intitulado Silva de
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Emilio Pujol, editor, Los seys libros del Delphin de música de cifra para tañer vihuela (Valladolid,
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sirenas48 (published in Valladolid in 1547) to the count, but it is not known if he was in
the count’s service.49 This study examines one work each by Mudarra and Valderrábano.
Diego Pisador (1509/10–after 1557) was also from the north, in Salamanca. He is
the only one of this group who never held a professional post as a musician or composer,
maintaining a position as a well-educated amateur. His Libro de música was published in
1552 in his native city of Salamanca, where he took over his father’s position as a city
administrator.50 As an amateur, Pisador is often considered the least interesting composer,
his style harmonically simple, however five of his pieces are included in this study, more
than of the other vihuelistas. His amateur status, as well as the fact that he was not
associated with a court or cathedral, or ever lived in Granada or Seville, makes his
selection of works all the more intriguing. Several of his pieces offer different
arrangements of pieces better known by the other composers; a strong indication of the
widespread popularity of the works beyond the courts to the general populace.
Like Mudarra, Miguel de Fuenllana (1553–1578) was raised in Castile but moved
to Sevilla. He was born near Madrid, in Navalcarnero. In service to the wife of King
Phillip II, he became a citizen of Seville. He also served King Sebastián of Lisbon,
Portugal. Fuenllana was issued a printing license by Prince Phillip for 1,000 copies of his
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collection Orphenica lyra,51 published in 1554.52 His works are generally the most
harmonically rich of the composers, and three of Fuenllana’s works will be examined.
An interesting tie between four of the composers is their references to Greek
mythology. Milán’s work includes a woodcut frontispiece of Orpheo, surrounded by the
words, “The great Orpheus, first poet, if he was the first, he is not without a second.”
While Griffiths and others suggest that this statement is an amusing conceit, a broader
interpretation is more appropriate. First, Milán is not the only vihuelist to make a
connection to Orpheus. Fuenllana’s publication is titled Orphenica lyra, or Orpheus’ lyre.
Furthermore, the publications of Valderrábano and Narváez both include references to
Greek mythology. Narváez’s work is called the The Six Books of the Delphín (Los seys
libros del delphín) and features a woodcut of a vihuelist riding something that looks like a
sea monster in the water next to a ship. One legend has it that the Greek poet and
citharist, Arion of Lesbos, was kidnapped by pirates, but was rescued by a dolphin, or sea
horse, charmed by his singing. Finally, Valderrábano’s Silva de sirenas translates to the
Whistle of the Sirens, or the siren’s call, once again employing the trope of an irresistible
musical figure from Greek mythology. It is worth noting that Spain had become a center
for translating ancient Greek texts: rather than declarations of conceit, the vihuelists were
acknowledging their debt and connection to the classical Greek ideal, as the Florentine
Camerata was to do only a few decades later. This allusion may also indicate that, among
all the compositions and arrangements in their collections, the composers considered the
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solo songs their highest works of achievement and were aware of their place in the
vanguard of a new style of composition.

!
Forms
Romances
The secular song forms featured in this study are romances, villancicos, and
canciónes. Romance texts, also known as ballads, are a strophic poetic form with
quatrains of eight-syllable lines, usually employing assonance in alternate lines, with
many strophes, also known as verses or stanzas. The poetry is often anonymous, and can
be significantly older than the appearance of the musical settings in these sources.
Musically, romances generally have balanced phrases, are syllabic, except at cadences,
and in duple meter. They usually have no refrain, or at least not until after 1600, when a
refrain became the norm. Armistead’s Dictionary of Literature (1406), describes ballads
as “relatively short, epico-lyric narrative poem[s], in sixteen-syllable usually monorhymed verses divided into two octosyllabic hemistichs, with an assonant rhyme in each
second hemistich.”53 A specific type of romance is the romance fronterizo, or border
romance, which narrates events that occurred during the Reconquest. The romances
found in the cancióneros are typically for 3-4 voices, mostly set homophonically, a style
suited for the repetition of numerous verses. Example 1.1 is a setting of the first verse
from “Sobre Baza,” an anonymous romance fronterizo from C-Palacio for 3 voices. It
illustrates the slightly contrapuntal, homophonic writing found in most of the romances.

53Armistead’s

Dictionary of Literature (1406), cited in Quinn, Nostalgic Identities, 26.
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With a simple rhythm and predominantly syllabic writing, except for the melisma at the
cadence, it lends itself to storytelling in the many verses of a long balladic form.
Romances represent the majority of pieces in this study with a total of twenty; they also
are the primary form found in this study’s chosen works from the vihuela publications.

!

Example 2.1 “Sobre Baza,” anonymous, C-Palacio.

!
Villancicos
Villancicos are related to the Italian popular song, the frottola. The texts were
typically written by the composers, which is not usually the case with romances. The
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form was first seen in the 15th century,54 and is the precursor to the later religious
villancicos, often synonymous with Latin American Christmas carols. The word
villancico comes from villano, meaning serf or peasant, identifying these as rustic pieces
rather than courtly ballads of higher literary merit. When Pope describes the texts as
having a “spontaneous folk-like air” with a “vaguely mysterious evocation of a scene or
event,”55 she may be alluding to texts that include a dialogue. There is a sense of
immediacy to the poetry, which employs less formal or cultivated language.
Villancicos have multiple stanzas, or coplas; their distinguishing feature is a
refrain or estribillo that can be a couplet, tercet, or quatrain. The estribillo starts the piece,
setting the mood. Pope likens the coplas or verses, to glosses commenting on the subject
of the refrain.56 As Pope notes in her analysis of villancicos, those in the C-Palacio
include the text of the estribillo, but only one copla. To locate subsequent stanzas, one
must refer to literary cancióneros.57 Romances have received more scholarly attention for
their long narratives, but the villancicos contain other points of interest, such as rustic
language, often expressed in a dialogue, possibly giving a better indication of everyday
vernacular, in addition to the musical variety expressed by a verse/refrain format.
Villancicos are generally syllabic, but more flexible than romances in terms of the
number of syllables and lines. Their musical settings are homophonic, typically in triple
meter, and either accompanied or unaccompanied. The villancico is a highly flexible
54

Pope, 189.
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Pope, Musical and Metrical Form of the Villancico (Paris: Sociéte de Musique D’Autrefois, 1954),
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form, with variable numbers of lines of poetry and different types of musical settings; the
song “Carillo muy mal me va” (see Example 2.2), illustrates features found in many of
the villancicos included in this study. The estribillo or refrain is indicated at the
beginning, and lines of poetry are marked by commas above the staff. The copla (in
system three) often has four lines of poetry, as shown here, set to two musical phases. In
this example the musical phrases of the copla can be divided into two sections: the first
phrase (m. 15–18) is called the mudanza, or change; the second phrase (m. 19–22)
includes a vuelta, or return, which quotes a portion of the melody of the estribillo. In this
piece the vuelta quotes m. 10–11, marked with parentheses. Eighteen of the pieces
studied here are villancicos, reflecting the growing popularity of a burgeoning Spanish
form. Interestingly, the villancico’s popularity is observed in the frequency of its
appearance in the cancióneros, not the vihuela publications. Perhaps the villancicos
represented an art form cultivated to reflect a growing Spanish nationalism, while the
vihuela-composers’ preference for the romance indicates a nostalgic bias.

!
!
!
!
!
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Example 2.2: “Carillo muy mal me va,” anonymous, C-Palacio.

!
Canciónes
A more sophisticated form, the canción, or song, was known by the name cantiga
in the Middle Ages.58 Canciónes often have a longer musical form with less repetition:
they are more through-composed. They can be lyrical and courtly, covering the topics of
love and recent history of figures and events, and are sometimes pastoral. Encina used the
58

Ibid., 204.
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term villancico for both villancicos and canciónes, illustrating how flexible the villancico
form was.59 Six pieces examined in this study are canciónes.

!
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Ibid., 203.
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CHAPTER III
SONG TOPICS AND ANALYSES
Works will be discussed by text topics divided into categories that follow a loose
timeline constructed through correlating songs with historical events (See Appendix A for
a Timeline). I have divided the topics into six categories: Isabel Songs, Carillo Songs,
Reconquista Songs, Granada Songs, Morisco Songs, and Songs of Love, Rejection, and
Grief.
As songs for court, the works in the cancióneros express the final push of the
reconquista, often honoring Isabel and/or Fernando, or their romantic and political
matchmaker, Alfonso Carillo. Some of the works from the vihuela publications also
honor Isabel, but contain no references to Carillo. Moreover, works in the vihuela
publications take an interesting turn, frequently tying 8th-century medieval history to
current events, or expressing societal ironies after the first Morisco rebellion.
The works from the cancióneros reflect an earlier compositional style frequently
related to the French chanson. The melodies include many skips and leaps and are
strongly triadic. The mood created by the melodic movement can be seen as lighter and
happier, or even stronger and more heroic, than later works found in the vihuela
publications, where the melodies are darker and more restrained, often based on a
repeated note with very little movement that is not stepwise, and include more
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dissonances. I will refer to this later style as reciting-tone style. It is significant that,
despite the glories of the monarchy in reconquering Granada and uniting Spain, the
prevailing musical mood is not one of jubilance, even in the songs referring to conquests.
Despite the burgeoning development of a national cultural identity, the darker mood of
the music reveals an atmosphere of loss, perhaps reflecting a general response to war, but
may also express dismay over the subjugation of the Moorish culture, which had shaped
life for centuries and was still a part of the landscape and architecture.

!
The Isabel Songs
This discussion of pieces begins with those honoring Isabel that appear in CPalacio, C-Medinaceli, and the vihuela publications, which are listed in Table 3.1 (“v.”
indicates number of voices scored); there are none in the earliest source, C-Colombina,
despite the fact that it ultimately landed in the hands of the son of the explorer patronized
by the monarchy, Christopher Columbus. I have identified five Isabel songs, none of
which are written in the romance form. Rather than conveying an epic narrative, they are
light, pleasing court pieces, either exalting the queen’s beauty or conveying a sense of
fun. Considering that these sources were compiled or published after the death of Isabel
in 1504, the more celebratory works could have been written during any of her life
events, from her wedding to her coronation, or later. “Alegrate, Isabel” is one such
celebration in C-Medinaceli, attributed to Gerónimo (first name unknown), and indicative
of the tone of all the Isabel songs. A happy piece, it is unlikely that it was written after her
death. Perhaps it honors her reign and possibly her marriage. The joyful piece celebrates
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Isabel’s grace and beauty as expressed in the title: “Rejoice Isabel, which in this town, is
not found a girl (zagala) with so much kindness, grace and cheer.” The word “zagal" is of
Arabic-Andalusian origin, meaning boy or youth, or even shepherd. Zagala is the female
version and would be a casual reference to a local girl, and an informal portrayal of
Isabel.

!
Table 3.1: The Isabel Songs.
Title

Composer

Source

Form

Setting

“Alegrate Isabel”

Gerónimo

C-Medinaceli

cancíon

3 v.

“Argimina"

Valderábano 1547

cancíon

v & vihuela

“Por las sierras”

Peñalosa

C-Palacio

motet

6 v.

“Isabel, perdiste la tu faxa” Mudarra

1546

villancico v & vihuela

“Viva el gran Re”

C-Palacio

villancico 4 v.

Verardi

!
“Alegrate, Isabel” (“Rejoice, Isabel) is a cancíon for three voices in G dorian with
pervasive imitation. The first two syllables of “alegrate” are expressed with an opening
leap of a fourth, echoing the joy of the text. The buoyancy of the mood continues in
imitative entrances over the course of ten measures. The mood makes a dignified turn in
the next section, as the melody sits on one pitch, like a medieval chant, with a repeat of
the text, “there is no one with so much grace, beauty, and charm.” The leaps of the
opening return with the added term of “perfecta”: three sections of the song, three
attributes, sung in three voices, and the term “perfecta” reference the trinity and thereby
confirm the divine appointment of the queen. Example 3.2 shows the imitative entrances
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typical of much of this music, with leaps of fourths and fifths expressing the text “perfect
beauty, grace, and cheer…and cheer.”
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Example 3.2 “Alegrate, Isabel,” anonymous, m. 33-36.
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The glorification of Isabel continues in the canción, “Argimina,” which describes
her place in history. A work for voice and vihuela by Enríquez de Valderrábano published
near Isabel’s childhood town of Valladolid, this curious text memorializes Isabel — or
Ysabel in this text — by comparing her to numerous queens of Northern Spain. Many of
the names referenced in the text— Verenguela, Urraca, Sancha, Elvira, Constanca —
reoccur numerous times in Spanish history, so identification cannot be completely
certain. To the best of my determination, Verenguela was probably Berenguela
(1180-1246), Queen of Castile; Urraca (1079-1126) was Queen of Leon, Castile, and
Galicia; Sancha was Sancha of Castile (1154/5-1208), who “married the sisters” (“casó
las donzellas”—that is, she entered a convent); Elvira was Queen of Leon (c.978–1017);
and lastly, Constance was possibly Constance of Castile (1136/1140-1160), Queen of
©
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France, although there was also a Constance, Princess of Castile.60 Of all the queens,
Ysabel is “Perfection of them all” (“Perfición de todas ellas”).
The most curious reference is in the first name and title of the piece, Argimina:
“Argimina nombre le dió, la loba santos exemplos” probably translates to “Argaminia,
the she-wolf, gave her name, and set a holy example,” according to Mazuela-Anguita.61
Although the latter does not further explain or interpret the reference, I note its
connection to the legend of Reina Loba, or Queen Wolf, who upon being presented with
the stone which supposedly encased St. James the apostle, sent it away, rejecting the
request to use her land for the saint’s burial. After being presented with several miracles,
Queen Loba eventually acquiesced, offering her palace for Saint James’ burial: the
Cathedral of Santiago in Compostela now stands there.62 It is difficult not to see a
connection to another origin myth, that of Romulus and Remus, and the foundation of
Rome. The song apparently links Isabel to a mythological Spanish queen of biblical
times; however, the tie to the specific name “Argimina" remains obscure; I have not been
able to trace it the Queen Wolf or any other historic or literary figure.
Often in the vihuela songs, the vocal line is imbedded within the instrumental
part, which means the piece could be played as an instrumental solo; however in this
work, the vihuela part is independent from the the vocal line and more like a realized
continuo part. The name “Argimina" is preceded by a measure of solo vihuela and
60
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accessed 5 April, 2018.
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followed by two measures of rest, highlighting the announcement of an important queen.
Each of the queens and their virtues is given a unique setting: for example, “Elvira” is set
with three measures of long notes, while the music for other queens is more active. The
final third of the piece (thirty measures) honors Isabel with a repeated proclamation of
her name. This is a very attractive piece and, surprisingly, not well known.
For the purpose of comparison, I have included the setting of the word “perfecta”
in “Alegrate, Isabel” in Example 3.2, and the setting of “perfection” (“perficion”) from
“Argimina” in Example 3.3. The latter, published 30 years after the collection that
includes “Alegrate,” has fewer leaps, no imitation, and is primarily homophonic.
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Example 3.3: “Argimina,” Valderrábano, m. 99-107.

!
The earliest reference to Isabel is in a song found in C-Palacio: “Por las sierras”
by Francisco de Peñalosa (c.1470-1528) is a 6-voice work (the largest number of voices
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of all the works included in this study) that can be most closely identified as a motet, the
only one of this genre of all the pieces discussed in this study. Peñalosa served the family
of Ferdinand II, was maestro de capella to his grandson, Ferdinand I (later the Holy
Roman Emperor), and a favorite of Pope Leo X. Stevenson reckons his compositional
skill second only to Cristobal Morales.63 In addition to referencing Isabel, it has the added
distinction of being the only piece in this study that mentions the city of Madrid, which
was briefly the capital, and may have had a strong association to Isabel as originating
near her birthplace.
A complex court tune, “Por las sierras” sets different texts occurring
simultaneously, with a Latin text in the lowest voice, and is thus identified as a quodlibet
by Stevenson.64 The top voice holds the strongest melodic interest, with skipping
intervals and a faster rhythm (see Example 3.4). With each voice setting a different
narrative text, a variety of topics are visited — encountering danger, betrayal, knights and
pastoral shepherds — all located within the mountains of Isabel’s home. Voices one, two,
and five enter together first, followed by the entrance of voices four and six in the next
measure, and voice three in measure three. Voices one and two begin with a shared text,
although there is no underlay for the top vocal line after “Por las Sierras.” In the second
vocal part the text continues “Through the mountains of Madrid I am going because of a
fear of the sea” (“Por las sierras de Madrid tengo d’ir que mal miedo be de mar”). Voicepart two has a repeated-note motive and a balanced, simple rhythm; the opening motive
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Example 3.4. “Por las sierras,” Peñalosa, C-Palacio
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returns at the end. The melody of the third voice is arch-shaped and a bit more active: “I
am an enemy, mother, to that knight I am a bad enemy” (“Enemiga le soy, madre, á aquel
caballeri yo mal enimiga de soy”). Voice four is slower moving and similar to the second
voice; the text refers to a shepherd hurt in the field, with musical emphasis given to the
final word “duele," or hurt, through a melisma. The text of the fifth voice offers homage
— a Valentine, of sorts — to Isabel: “Your eyes are my eyes, Isabel, my eyes and also my
heart” (“Vuestros son mis ojos Isabel vuestros son mis ojos y mi corazon tambien”).
The Latin text in the lowest voice part is humorous, making fun of the motet genre:
“Lo, what a display of a variety of languages [or texts]!” (“Lo que bantur variis linguis
magnalia Dei”). Since motets were often written to commemorate important royal events,
it is possible this was written for the wedding (1469) or coronation (1474) of Isabel I.
Either event lies well before the compilation of C-Palacio (1505-c.1520). Whatever the
occasion, this is a song intended to delight a young queen and her court.
The Isabel song by a vihuelist-composer, Alonso de Mudarra, “Isabel, perdiste la
tu faxa,” is lighter still than the previous songs. It is a villancico, with a text typifying that
of pastoral rusticity. Isabel is at a river and has lost an article of clothing called a “faxa,”
which could be a belt, ribbon, or even a corset (see Table 3.3). The next line entreats us to
look: is it the garment or Isabel that is in the water? It seems that this Isabel is in loosened
or absent garments, possibly bathing, perhaps unaware of being observed. This is not
exactly a dignified royal activity (and as listeners to the song, we are also voyeurs to the
scene). Water is a recurring motif in Iberian folk lyrics and symbolizes love and fertility:
common settings include a girl bathing or washing her hair, lovers bathing together or
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just visiting a riverbank, or the scene of a girl washing her shirt.65 Interestingly enough,
another song in this collection alludes to bathing outdoors: “Gasajoso,” discussed in the
next section on Carillo, may refer to Isabel’s daughter, Juana. “Isabel, perdiste la tu faxa”
ends with the exclamation, “Ysabel, la tan garrida,” which could simply translate to
“Isabel, the most beautiful,” but may also be proclaiming her as garish, showy, brash, or
gaily-colored. Incidentally, the phrase “la tan garrida" appears in other songs of
admiration for Moorish girls.66

!
Table 3.3. Ysabel, perdiste la tu faxa,” text
Spanish

English

Ysabel, Ysabel,

Isabel, Isabel,

perdiste la tu faxa:

you have lost your belt

Héla, por do va,

Look, there it [or she] is

nadando por el agua.

swimming in the water

Ysabel, la tan garrida!

Isabel, the most beautiful!

!
One might surmise that the Isabel of the text is not the late queen (who died in
1504, forty-two years before the publication of Mudarra’s work). Recall that Mudarra
was employed by Holy Roman Emperor Charles V, who was married to his first cousin
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Isabel, granddaughter of Queen Isabel. Although she also died before this piece was
published (in 1539 at the age of 35), it is possible the piece may have been written earlier.
The vihuela villancicos are considerably longer than the a capella vocal works,
due to solo instrumental passages inserted between each vocal phrase. “Isabel, perdiste la
tu faxa” begins with a 20-measure vihuela introduction consisting of a five-measure point
of imitation in four voices, a compositional style that imitates the a capella vocal works,
and that also occurs in the solo instrumental fantasias written by all the vihuela
composers. After the instrumental introduction (see Example 3.5), the voice enters with
the same motive, this time leading to new material: a repeated-note pattern on F-sharp, to
the cheeky declaration,“Look, there it [or she] is, swimming in the water,” which is then
repeated. The first stanza is set off by another seven-measure instrumental interlude,
leading to the vuelta that proclaims “Isabel, the most beautiful” (“Ysabel [the same
spelling as in the previous piece by Valderábbano]), la tan garrida”).

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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Example 3.5: “Isabel, perdiste la tu faxa,” Mudarra

!
The final piece in this group honors both Isabel and Fernando: “Viva el gran Re.”
Other works mentioning Fernando alone will be included in the section titled “The
Granada Songs.” “Viva el gran Re” is a 4-voice villancico included in the appendix of CPalacio. Attributed to Carlos Verardi, secretary to the Pope, it is the only work in this
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study that is in Italian (see Table 3.4). The villancico was written to be included in a
drama that celebrated the Catholic monarchs’ conquest of Granada.67
The first section has a long rising arch-shaped, step-wise melody with the limited
tessitura of a fifth. It is homophonic, reverent, and hymn-like for the text that begins
“Long live King Fernando and Queen Isabel,” a refrain that acknowledges the unification
of Spain due to the marriage: “Long live Spain and Castile.”

!
Table 3.4. “Viva el gran Re,” text
Spanish

English

Viva el gran Re Don Fernando

Long live King Fernando

con la Reina Don Isabella

with Queen Isabel

per virtute et manu armata

By virtue and armed force

del Fernando et Isabella

of Fernando and Isabel

Viva Spagna et la Castella

Long live Spain and Castile

Pien de gloria triumpliando.

Full of triumphant glory

La Cita mahometana

The Mohammedan city

potentissima Granata

powerful Granada

Da la falsa fe pagana

From the false pagan religion

e dissolta e liberata

is dissolved and freed.

!
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A meter change and section of pervasive imitation follows the line “Full of
triumphant glory,” with a melisma on “triumpliando”; here the texture echoes the style of
sacred music (see Example 3.6). This rallying cry for the victory of Catholicism is
reinforced in the vuelta line “The powerful Mohammedan city Granada, From the false
pagan religion is dissolved and freed” (see Example 3.7). This unsubtle bit of propaganda
is followed by a return to the more static hymn-style of the first section.

Example 3.6: “Viva el gran Re,” Verardi, mm. 1-20.

!
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Example 3.7: “Viva el gran Re,” Verardi, mm. 21-32

!
The Isabel songs honor the queen by expounding upon her beauty and charms in
pastoral settings with a shared vocabulary of “zagal” and “tan garrida,” but also by
emphasizing her divine appointment in words expressing perfection. She is placed at the
top of the hierarchy of all Spanish queens. Avoiding the epic form of the romance, the
songs are set in the forms of villancicos, canciónes, and one courtly motet, and employ
points of imitation and complex textual settings to create court fancies. Arguably more
politically powerful than her husband, these songs establish Isabel as a feminine ideal,
while the songs which refer to her husband and co-ruler, Fernando (in sections “The
Reconquista Songs” and “The Granada Songs”), attest to his military prowess.

!
!
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The Carillo Songs
The name Carillo occurs in seven distinct pieces in the three cancióneros; one
piece occurs in two different versions (see Table 3.2). The earliest reference to Carillo is
in the anonymous song, “Nuevas de trayo,” which is found in both C-Colombina and CPalacio, but attributed to Encina in C-Palacio. As this source is from a number of years
after the of death of Isabel, it seems there is significance in the perpetuation of the legend.

!
Table 3.5: The Carillo Songs
Title

Composer

Source

“Nuevas te traygo”

Anonymous

C-Colombina villancico

3 v.

“Nuevas te traygo”

Encina

C-Palacio

villancico

4 v.

“Carillo, muy mal me va”

Anonymous

C-Palacio

villancico

3 v.

“Quedate, Carillo, adiós”

Encina

C-Palacio

villancico

4 v.

“Daca, bailemos, Carillo”

Encina

C-Palacio

villancico

3 v.

“Carillo, Carillo, si tu
quisieres”

Garcon

C-Medinaceli cancíon

4 v.

“¿Carillo, Quieresme bien?” Anonymous

C-Medinaceli cancíon

4 v.

“Gasajosa está Carillo”

C-Medinaceli cancíon

4 v.

Garcon

Form

Setting

!
To my knowledge these works have never been linked to the historical figure of
Alfonso Carrillo de Acuña (1410–1482), politician, archbishop, and Isabel’s advisor
(discussed in Chapter 2). The only mention Stevenson makes in reference to Carillo
concerns a canciónero composer, Pedro Lagarto of Toledo, regarding a letter Carillo
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wrote as archbishop about housing for boy choristers.68 Historian Joseph O’Callaghan
does not mention Carillo in regard to music, only in his role in battles and politics.69
Scholarly critiques of literature and music have overlooked Carillo’s role as the political
and romantic matchmaker of Fernando and Isabel, designer of their engagement, and
facilitator of their wedding. Nevertheless, the appearance of his name in these seven
songs indicates that, at least in noble courts of the day, a certain romantic or chivalric —
indeed, almost mythological — lore had developed around him.
All of the pieces that include references to Carillo are either villancicos or
canciónes. The fact that none are romances, which have received more serious scholarly
attention, may explain why the historical figure of Carillo has not been previously
identified. To be sure, these songs include no associations to historical events regarding
Carillo: the villancicos are of a pastoral nature and often narrate relationships between
shepherds and shepherdesses — often in dialogue — either in courtship or love spurned.
Moreover, because the villancico as a form is used for rustic subject matter, it lends itself
to the more pastoral treatment of the folk hero, rather than the historic treatment seen in
the epic ballad-style of the romance. The lack of any Carillo songs in the vihuela
publications suggests that he was a figure of interest only to courtly ladies and gentlemen,
the subject stemming from the lore of the royal wedding.
The earliest reference to Carillo is found in the 3-voice anonymous villancico
“Nuevas te traygo” (“I bring you bad news, Carillo”) in C-Colombina. Since the

68
69

Ibid., 236.

Joseph F. O’Callaghan, The Last Crusade in the West (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press,
2014).
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canciónero was compiled in the period from the 1460s to 1480s, the 1469 marriage of
Isabel and Fernando lies well within its time frame. The popularity of this song is
demonstrated by its reappearance in C-Palacio in a 4-voice arrangement, attributed to
Juan del Encina. The figure of Carillo is addressed directly in a dialogue. In the song, a
girl has married a boy from the village (“desposó en domingo con un zagual de la villa”).
As in the Isabel songs, there is shared vocabulary for pastoral settings.
The piece begins with a long-short rhythm that changes at the mention of the
name Carillo. Hemiola, indicated in Example 3.8 by numbers above the measures, creates
a feeling of shifting between triple and duple meter. This use of hemiola is typical of
traditional Spanish music and appears in most of the Carillo songs.

Example 3.8. “Nuevas te traygo,” anonymous

!
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In the 4-voice version of the same work, Encina emphasizes Carillo’s name by
giving it longer note values, as shown in Example 3.9. Less homorhythmic than the
anonymous version, the 4-voice version creates interest through the displaced rhythm of
the inner voices against the top line.

Example 3.9: “Nuevas te traygo,” Encina

!
Another anonymous villancico for three voices in C-Palacio, “Carillo, muy mal
me va” (“Carillo, it is going badly for me”), bears certain similarities to the previous
work: Carillo is again addressed directly; there is similar language and use of the word
“mal” (“de tu mal” — “evil” or “bad” — was a refrain in “Nuevas”); once more, love is
not going well and this time the girl, or shepherdess, is “la zagala,” recalling the use of
“zagal” in “Nuevas.” The melody is quite attractive, with an arching phrase employing
interval leaps of thirds and fourths, and polyphony among the parts (see Example 2.2 in
the previous chapter). The singer entreats, “Carillo, it’s going very badly for me,”
complaining that he is doing everything he can to get the attention of a shepherdess, but
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his love is unrequited. Has the singer come to Carillo to ask for advice or help in
facilitating a romance (a kind of Spanish “Dear Abbé”) as he did for Isabel and
Fernando? Carillo answers that it is enough that he knows her, and has no right to expect
more. His despair is worthy of her and even a blessing. The subject matter expresses the
medieval ideals of unattainable chivalric love, a throwback to an earlier aesthetic.
Included in C-Palacio, “Quedate, Carillo, adiós” (“Stay, Carillo, goodbye”) is
another villancico by Encina. Its interrogatory narrative is reflected in the melody, which
goes up at the end of phrases. Encina’s text employs word play with opposites. The idea
of “staying” is contrasted to “leaving,” and “hello” to “goodbye.” Although dance is
referenced (“a ballar,” “to dance” in Catalan), the main narrative involves the character’s
imminent departure for the “Estremo," or the border (“la frontera” in Spanish). The four
voices enter with points of imitation, and the writing is restrained, moving mostly by
stepwise movement, and with repeated notes oscillating around a single pitch (see
Example 3.10): measures 1–4 oscillate around F; measures 5–8 around A; and measures
10–13 around C — outlining an F triad.

!
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Example 3.10: “Quedate, Carillo, adiós,” Encina.

!
The dance theme continues in Encina’s “Daca, bailemos, Carillo,” a villancico in
C-Palacio. It would seem that Encina’s use of Carillo as a subject more than once bears
some significance, suggesting he may have had some association with either Fernando’s
or Isabel’s court. The mention of Carillo in this dance song ties him to what at first glance
is the happier side of love: celebration and a wedding. Encina enjoys wordplay, making
use of rhyme, assonance, and alliteration throughout to enhance the playfulness of the
dance. His word games begin in the first line: “Take hold, let’s dance, Carillo, to the
sound of the caramillo [a small pipe or shawm].” The second half of the word, “millo,” is
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a homonym for the word “my” which in Catalan, Galician, and Portuguese, is
pronounced may-oo (el meu), and “cara,” of course, is “dear.” “Caramillo" thus sounds
like “my dear.” As expected in a piece by Encina, “Daca, bailemos, Carillo” is a tightly
written composition with perfect 8-syllable lines, balanced 8-measure phrases, a limited
tessitura, mostly stepwise melodic motion, and syncopated rhythm. Indeed, the long-short
rhythm seen in “Nuevas" is seen again here, as is hemiola, indicated by the numbers in
Example 3.11. The melody is less active than that in “Carillo muy mal me va,” but with
more interest in the middle voice. The refrain is homophonic, with the top line oscillating
primarily between two notes, a reciting-tone style picked up later by the vihuelistcomposers of the same region.

Example 3.11: “Daca, bailemos, Carillo,” Encina

!
The 4-voice canción by Diego Garcon, “Carillo, Carillo, si tu quisieres,” is found
in C-Medinaceli. Here Carillo’s name is emphasized by its repetition in homophony and
the ascending melodic line set to the first phrase: “Carillo, Carillo, You don’t settle for
anything and don’t have to rely on fortune or wives.” The text includes a return of the
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word “zagal,” recalling a pastoral topic, and a Spanish dance rhythm indicated by the
numbers in the last six measures of Example 3.12.

Example 3.12: “Carillo, Carillo, si tu quisieres,” Garcon

!
The last two of the Carillo songs from this set are especially intriguing,
compositionally. “¿Carillo, Quieresme bien?” is an anonymous 4-voice canción from CMedinaceli. A long, meandering, through-composed work, it opens with a solo in the
highest voice, to the text “Carillo, do you love me?” (see Example 3.13).

!
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Example 3.13. “¿Carillo, Quieresme bien?,” anonymous, mm. 1-7

!
Like “Quedate, Carillo, adiós,” it has an interrogatory narrative, questioning
Carillo directly, with rising melodic lines expressing the questions. The lower three
voices follow not in imitation, but rather in a kind of call and response, again referring to
“zagala,” the girl, or shepherdess. Homophonic passages alternate with imitative sections,
and hemiola creates a dance rhythm, seen in the homophonic section in Example 3.14,
and the imitative section in Example 3.15.

Example 3.14. “¿Carillo, Quieresme bien?” mm. 26–28
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Example 3.15. “¿Carillo, Quieresme bien?” mm. 36–42

!
The final song in the Carillo set is from the later manuscript C-Medinaceli. Diego
Garcon's “Gasajoso está Carillo” is for four voices and is in the longer canción form. It
has an intriguing text: “Carillo gasps to see Juana washing unattended” (“Gasajoso está
Carillo de ver a Juana lavando”). This is a strange text, considering that the two figures
are “Carillo" and “Juana,” not two stock pastoral characters. Juana could refer to one of
two historical figures: the daughter of Isabel’s half brother, with whom Isabel was in
competition to be queen and against whom Carillo connived; or Isabel’s first-born
daughter Juana, born in 1470. If the song refers to Isabel’s rival, it may be making fun of
her. It also recalls “Perdiste,” another song in which a woman is spied bathing. The piece
contains alternating homophonic and imitative sections as in the previous canción,
“¿Carillo, Quieresme bien?” The opening homophonic section emphasizes Carillo’s
name, before a section with more active moving lines (see Example 3.16). The setting of
the word “escondido” (“hidden”) in imitative duets is an example of word painting,
representing the two people hiding from each other (see Example 3.17).
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Example 3.16. “Gasajoso está Carillo,” Garcon, mm. 1–10

!
!
!
!
!
!
Example 3.17: “Gasajoso está Carillo,” Garcon, mm. 20–26
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There is the feel of a dance with the rhythmic groupings of three, contradicting
the quadruple meter indicated in Example 3.16 and 3.17. In the next section, the imitation
in all four voices again highlights Carillo’s name, likely to honor him. The texture of the
rest of the piece can be described as enlivened homophony. Words are repeated for
emphasis, such as “y viendo, y viendo lo que goçava” (“and seeing, and seeing what is
enjoyed”). Assonance is also used to emphasize words, as in “viendo" and “llorando.”
The mood turns darker at the end as Juana is crying; songs about Carillo always seem to
take a turn towards the bad.
Viewing the Carillo songs as a set reveals enough correlations to argue for some
significance in the name Carillo. Similarities can be found in the narratives of love lost,
in the pastoral settings expressed in villancicos or canciónes, in the vocabulary, in
addressing Carillo directly, and by highlighting his name musically, and in the dance
rhythm. Clearly, there was an important association with Carillo as an authority regarding
matters of the heart, which then became part of the era’s folklore.

!
The Reconquista Songs
Under the heading of Reconquista Songs I have included fourteen pieces that
reference altercations or battles from before the final reconquest (see Table 3.6). The
subjects range from murder, to political court intrigue, local revolts in conquered areas,
and battles starting in the early 1400s, up to the final push just prior to the war against the
kingdom of Granada. The reconquista songs are found in all the sources, except the
earliest, C-Colombina, the one source compiled during the era of the events. Fourteen
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works (eleven distinct pieces, two with more than one setting) have been identified, the
majority of which represent the romance genre, discussed earlier in this study. This
contrasts with the previous topics — Isabel Songs and Carillo Songs — which did not
include a single romance. Since songs about battles and conquests are traditionally
associated with the epic ballad, the romance is the form of choice for narrating these
stories. Additionally, the songs by the vihuelist-composers differ from most of those in
the cancióneros in that they often express sympathy towards Moorish losses or display
indebtedness towards Moorish culture.
Because of the large number of reconquista songs, further dividing them into four
sub-sections highlights the divergence in perception between the cancióneros and vihuela
publications and illuminates their differing narratives. Those subsections are Conflict in
Central Spain, Conflict in Andalusia portrayed in the cancióneros, Conflict in Andalusia
portrayed in the vihuela publications, and The Other Alhama.

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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Table 3.6. The Reconquista Songs
Title

Composer

Source

Form

Setting

Conflict in Central Spain
“En Avila”

Anonymous C-Palacio

villancico

3 v.

“Alburquerque"

Anonymous C-Palacio

romance

3 v.

“Muy crueles voces”

Anonymous C-Colombina

villancico

3 v.

“Muy crueles voces”

Anonymous C-Palacio

villancico

3 v.

“A biente y siete de março”

Anonymous C-Medinaceli

romance

4 v.

Conflict in Andalusia portrayed in the cancióneros
“Caballeros de Alcalá”

Martinez

C-Palacio

romance

3 v.

“Sobre Baza estaba el Rey"

Anonymous C-Palacio

romance

3 v.

“Por los campos"

Torre

romance

3 v.

C-Palacio

Conflict in Andalusia portrayed in the vihuela publications
“A De antequera sale el Moro" Fuenllana

1554

romance

1 v., vihuela

“La Mañana de San Juan"

Pisador

1552

romance

1 v., vihuela

“Passeavase el rey moro“

Narváez

1538

romance/
hybrid

1 v., vihuela

“Passeavase el rey moro“

Pisador

1552

romance/
hybrid

1 v., vihuela

“Passeavase el rey moro"

Fuenllana

1554

romance/
hybrid

1 v., vihuela

villancico

3 v.

The Other Alhama
“Dile que Pedro Guerau,"

!
!

Anonymous C-Palacio
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Conflict in Central Spain
The following set of songs make reference to several of the numerous skirmishes
— not quite battles — and power struggles between noble families that occurred north of
Andalusia, not directly part of the reconquista, but illustrative of the turmoil and
instability throughout the region. While the marriage of Isabel and Fernando united the
Kingdoms of Castile and Aragon, this did not mean that the noble supporters of Enrique
IV and his chosen successor, Juana, acquiesced. As can be seen specifically in the works
of vihuela composers who were raised in central Spain, but moved to Andalusia, a broad
knowledge of the conflicts of different regions fed musical and textual language.
References to capture, imprisonment, and death are common, even in love songs.
“En Avila” is a 3-voice anonymous villancico from C-Palacio. Ávila is a
Castillian town in northern central Spain, west of Madrid, which was reconquered around
1088, and walled shortly thereafter.70 It lies in the region near Valladolid, the town of
Isabel’s birth, and between the medieval university towns of Alcalá and Salamanca (see
Map 2 on Appendix B). The song begins with the phrase “En Avila” (“In Avila”) which is
reiterated between every phrase, at first evoking something like a love song to a beloved
city: “my eyes…within Avila,” and “the river of Avila.” Two rivers pass through or
around Avila: the Rio Adaja on the west side and Rio Chico running through Avila on the
south.

!
!
70

The wall stands today and the preservation of much of the historic authenticity of the town lead to its
being declared a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1985.
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Table 3.7. “En Avila,” text
Spanish

English

En Avila,

In Avila,

mis ojos dentro en Avila

my eyes within Avila

En Avila del Rio

the river of Avila

mataron á mi amigo

they killed my friend

dentro en Avila

within Avila.

!
The concluding phrase takes a darker, sorrowful turn: “they killed my friend…in
Avila.” While there is no indication of who killed the friend — or, more likely, lover —
“they” could mean either Christian soldiers or Moors. The intriguing word in the text is
“dentro” (“in,” “within,” or “inside”), occurring twice before “Avila.” Since “En Avila”
already means “in Avila,” “dentro en Avila” seems redundant. However, when referring to
a walled city, the phrase used is “dentro de la muralla” (within the walls”), so “dentro en
Avila” suggests that this murder occurred within the walls of Ávila. Such an
interpretation would date this event and the song from after the reconquista, when the
wall was built. A tantalizing possibility is that the song refers to the Revolt of
Comuneros, when Castillian citizens rose up in rebellion, killing administrators and
legislators associated with Charles V in several Castillian towns, including in Ávila in
1520. Reference to this event aligns with expected subjects included in a courtly
canciónero, and the date just fits that of the collection (C-Palacio: 1505-c.1520).
The form of this villancico is somewhat simplified. The last two phrases of the
estribillo is only one line of text, repeated. Another simplification is seen in the use of the
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same four-note melodic motive to begin each phrase (see Example 3.18, mm. 9 and 13).
The text referring to the river in Avila occurs in the middle of the song and is set off by
rests before and after the phrase — as seen in the example — perhaps emphasizing the
isolating river, or the surrounding walls on either side.71

!
Example 3.18. “Avila, ” m. 6-17

!
The next 3-voice anonymous romance is “Alburquerque,” found in C-Palacio.72
This song is rich in historic references. Stevenson suggests its musical and poetic source
is from the 1430s.73 More specifically, five historical figures make an appearance in the
71 Another

song references Avila, Valderrábano’s “Donde son estas serranos.” In this song the girls of Avila
are the subject.
72 Alburquerque,with

the added “r” in the second syllable, is the correct Arabic spelling of the town and
Spanish family name, and differs from the spelling of New Mexican city of Albuquerque.
73

Stevenson, 250.
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text — King Fernando, Alvaro de Luna, Enrique, Juan, and Pedro — representing events
from between 1427 and 1453. Considering its historical references and the fact that it is a
romance — the preferred form studied in language and literature fields — it is surprising
it has not been the subject of more research.
Alburquerque is a town in the Spanish province of Badajoz, which borders
Portugal, but it is also the name of a noble house: the 1st Duke of Alburquerque was
Beltrán de la Cueva, supposedly the father of Juana, illegitimate daughter of Enrique and
rival of Isabel for the throne. The Fernando referred to in the text is not the spouse of
Isabel, but his grandfather, Fernando I of Antequera, King of Aragon, who married
Eleanor of Alburquerque. Three additional figures in the song are Fernando’s sons
Enrique, Juan, and Pedro, known as the Infantes of Aragon.

!
Table 3.8. “Alburquerque” text
Spanish

English

y en aquella torre mocha

and in that short tower

tres pendones han alzado

three banners have been raised

et uno por Don Enrique

and one for Don Enrique

otro por Don Juan su hermano

another for his brother Don Juan

el otro era por Don Pedro

the other was for Don Pedro,

Infante desheredado

the disinherited prince

!
The last two stanzas are seen in Table 3.8. The Torre Mocha mentioned in the text
could be one of the several towers in Spain named Torre Mocha. Additionally, a number
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of towns have the name Torremocha; it remains unclear to which one the text is referring.
Also unclear is whether the historical figure named Pedro was in fact disinherited.
Fernando I was married to Marie of Alburquerque, and therefore both Enrique and Pedro
were counts of Alburquerque, unless “disinherited” is a reference to the fact that Pedro
died before his older brother, in battle at the age of 32. The final historical figure is
Álvaro de Luna, Duke of Trujillo (c.1388/90-1453): “Oh Don Álvaro de Luna, how badly
you had mocked me!” (“¡Oh Don Álvaro de Luna, cuan mal que me habías burlado!”).
Álvaro was a powerful supporter of Juan II of Aragon (1406–1454), and a favorite of
Fernando I (brother of Juan II) and uncle of the Infantes. The Infantes opposed Álvaro,
who upon falling out of favor with the family was executed at the Plaza del Ochavo in
Valladolid on June 2, 1453.
The romance “Alburquerque” has a slow, even rhythm in the homophonic
“familiar” style; Stevenson accurately calls it “an extremely simple piece,”74 but does not
comment on its evocative text, the beauty of its melodic line, or its restraint, which is
created by long cadences and rests between phrases. The name “Alburquerque" is
presented twice in the first phrase, as a minor triad slowly develops (see Example 3.19).
The second phrase features a short reciting tone on A. The final arch-shaped phrase has a
long melisma that reverently highlights the name, “Don Fernando.” The rhythm is
noteworthy for its regularity and evenness, lacking the moving inner voices seen in other
pieces. Indeed it features one of the most measured, regular rhythms of any of the pieces
of the collection, moving solely in even divisions, creating a plaintive effect. Interest is

74

Stevenson, 250.
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created by unequal phrase lengths. The top voice covers the range of an octave with
undulating phrasing; together with the regular rhythms and unequal phrases it creates
both momentum and breadth.
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Example 3.19: “Alburquerque,” anonymous

!
“Muy crueles voces,” is an anonymous 3-voice villancico appearing in both CColombina and C-Palacio. An interesting and dynamic composition, its popularity and
importance is suggested by its inclusion in two collections. The song’s text delineates a
very specific and short span of time: when Barcelona was in revolt against Juan II of
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Aragon. As Stevenson points out, it “affords an extremely early instance of the use of
music for political propaganda purposes, by urging the Catalonians to return to their
natural allegiance.”75 Thus the song is positioned in the time of the Catalan Civil War,
from 1462 to 1472.
The opening line refers to the rebellious Catalonians: “Blaspheming Catalans
cruelly shout out” (“Muy crueles voces dan, catalanes blasfemando”). The text refers to
“Duque Juan”: “[Get] Out, out, Duke Juan, because King Fernando has married” (“Fuera,
fuera, Duque Juan, Que escasado el Rey Fernando”). Duke Juan of Lorraine entered
Barcelona in 1466 and defeated then-prince Fernando, who rebounded after his marriage
to Isabella in 1469, an alliance that offered him the added power and military forces of
Castile. The duke died in Barcelona in 1470.
The vuelta text is short (see Table 3.9), set homophonically, and features a change
in meter from triple to duple, seen in the Example 3.20. Fernando is painted as the hero of
this exciting battle, his name emphasized with staggered entrances and a melisma (see
Example 3.20). The settings in the two sources show some differences. In C-Palacio, the
later source, the repetition of the loaded word “blasfemando” is accentuated with an
extended 5-measure melisma, as opposed to the other setting, which is almost syllabic.76

!
!
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76

Stevenson, 245.

There are only slight textual differences between the two sources, including spelling: In C-Colombina it
is called “Muy crüeles bozas dan” and refers to Juan, Rey Fernando, Barcelona, Francia, and includes the
line, “Torna, torna, Barcelona;” in C-Palacio it is called “Muy crüeles bores dan” and refers to Johan,
Fernando, Barcilona, and Rey Enrique de Castilla.
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Table 3.9. “Muy crueles voces,” Vuelta text
Spanish

English

Torna torna torna Barcelona,

Go back, go back to Barcelona,

tu señor natural.

your mother land.

Francia juega de dos val, sus,

France plays between two valleys,

e mate por la dona.

and is killed for a woman.

Example 3.20: “Muy Crueles voces dan”
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Placing the songs in as specific a timeframe as “Muy crueles voces” is usually not
so easy. “A biente y siete de março” is an anonymous romance found in C-Medinaceli
that includes a compelling reference to a specific date and event, which unfortunately I
have not been able to pinpoint. Because romances are poetry, the text might be filled with
historical inaccuracies: “On the twenty-seventh of March, at midnight, in Barcelona a
great cry was made” (A biente y siete de março, que a media noche seria, en Barçelona la
grande, grande llanto hazia”). The text is part of the “Romance a la muerte de don
Manrique de Lara” by Juan de Leyva. The House of Lara was a large noble family with
many notable figures: the song may be a lamentation on the death of Jorge Manrique (c.
1440-1479), a defender of Isabel I and important Castilian poet, who died during a siege
of a fortress in Castile.77 Unfortunately, the dates do not match up: the date of Jorge
Manrique’s death was on the 24th of April in 1479, not the 27th of March. It is possible
that, through its tie to a defender of Isabel I, the text became associated with the death of
Isabel herself (on November 26), or even Charles V’s consort, Isabella of Portugal (died
May 1, 1539).78 Nevertheless, since the song is found in a collection many years after the
passing of Isabel I, and after the time when Carlos V was mourning his wife, it is possible
that it remained popular in court for its strong expression of grief.
Primarily homorhythmic, the melody begins with a repeated-note motive that
starts each phrase, creating a monotone effect that shows reduced emotion (see Example
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Encyclopaedia Britannica, “Jorge Manrique,” https://www.britannica.com/biography/Jorge-Manrique,
accessed 1 April, 2018.
78 A calendar

calculator was employed to account for differing calendars (Julian and Gregorian), but the
dates did not align.
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3.21). Moreover, since the repeated notes accompany the singing of a date, the effect is
declamatory, like an announcement of the news.

Example 3.21: “A biente y siete de março,” anonymous
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The remainder of the piece (measures 10-18) is devoted to the repetition of the text
“grande llanto hazia” (“a great cry was made”), first in counterpoint, and twice in a
repeated homophonic setting that emphasizes the expression of grief.

!
Conflict in Andalusia Portrayed in the Cancióneros
While conflicts between nobles continued in the north, cities and ports in
Andalusia were targets during the last two hundred years of the reconquista, as several
generations of catholic monarchs chipped away at the Kingdom of Granada.
“Caballeros de Alcalá" is a romance fronterizo for three voices from C-Palacio,
attributed to Lope Martinez; according to Stevenson this is his only extant work.79 The
surviving text comprises only one stanza of text. Table 3.10 shows Jacobs’ translation.80

!
Table 3.10: “Caballeros de Alcalá,” text.
Spanish

English

Caballeros de alcalà

Knights of alcalá,

Entrastes á facer presa,

You came to take prisoner]s],

Et fallastes un morillo

and you failed, [thanks to] a little Moor,

Entre Estepona y Marbella

between Estepona and Marbella.

!
Jacobs’ translation may not be completely accurate; it was necessary for him to add
“thanks to” to the text for him to make sense of it. Although “fallestes” translates to
79

Stevenson, 293.

80

The translation in Table 3.10 is Jacobs’, 616.
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“failed” in Spanish, in Catalan “fallar" is a synonym for “acabar-se,” which can mean
“finished” or “terminated.” The meaning then would be “Knights of Alcalá, You went in a
hurry, and killed a Moor, Between Estepona and Marbella.”
All of the place names included in this short text — Alcalà, Estepona, Marbella
— are significant, but it is difficult to zero in on an exact date, because many battles and
events occurred at those sights. Jacobs suggests that “Caballeros de Alcalá" may
reference an attack on Alcalá la Real (see Map 3 in Appendix 2) that occurred in 1424.
Although Jacobs questions the references to Estepona and Marbella, calling them
unimportant fishing villages,81 they were in fact ports over which a number of battles
were fought.82 Alcalá is the name of many towns: Alcalá de Henares near Madrid, an
important location for Fernando and Isabel; Alcalá el Réal near Granada; and Alcalá de
Guadaíra near Sevilla. The word alcalá comes from the Arabic for fortress or castle, so
the “Caballeros de Alcalà,” or knights of alcalà, could be from any of a variety of towns
or royal castles.
Estepona and Marbella were towns in the southern tip of Spain that were attacked
by Fernando I in 1408, along with Gibralter, Ronda, and Setenil (see Map 3 in Appendix
2).83 In 1457, Enrique IV passed through Marbella to reconquer Estepona, and in 1485,
the Moors surrendered Marbella to Fernando II. In reconquering Marbella, Ferdinand was
inching closer to Málaga, only 48 miles away, and one step closer to the seat of the

81

Jacobs, 616.

82O’Callaghan,
83

Ibid., 53.

101, 146-149.
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kingdom, Granada (78 miles from Málaga).84 Although these town were in contention for
100 years through three reigns, it is most likely that the piece was included in C-Palacio
to honor the exploits of Fernando II, whatever battle it commemorated.
Harmonically simple, the work’s melodic lines employ repeated-note patterns as
well as many leaps, some of which Stevenson calls “‘incomplete’ changing-notes.”85
Jacobs calls them “escaped notes,” 86 which he suggests may reflect text painting of an
attack. Despite its similar use of repeated notes, “Caballeros de Alcalá” does not have the
poignancy or restraint of later works found in the vihuela publications. The most striking
musical feature of this piece is its use of melismas: the word “Alcalá” receives an
embellishment of seven measures on the middle syllable, whereas “morillo” receives a
shorter treatment of three measures on the second syllable (see Example 3.22). The final
word, “Marbella,” is given a 4-measure melisma on the first syllable and a 7-measure one
on the second; these contribute to a 13-measure setting for the word “Marbella,”
suggesting the significance of the events that lead to the final fall of Granada. Clearly,
Marbella was more than a small fishing village.

!
!
!
!
!
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Ibid., 101, 148
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Stevenson, 294
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Jacobs, 616
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Example 3.23: “Caballeros de Alcalá”

!
The increasing pressure put on Granada is expressed in the anonymous 3-voice
romance fronterizo “Sobre Baza estaba el Rey,” from C-Palacio, which provides a
beautiful, poignant melody for an attractive anecdote associated with Isabel I (the piece
can be seen in Example 2.1 in Chapter 2). Baza (sometimes spelled as “Baça), a walled
fortress town with Arabic baths, is a mere 60 miles northeast of Granada (see Map 3 in
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Appendix 2), and was the last major stronghold of the Moors before the fall of Granada,
so its Reconquista in 1489 was of tremendous import. According to legend, this song was
sung by Isabel, who came to the military camp near Baza to support the troops and raise
morale.87 The final capitulation of Baza occurred on Nov 28, 1489.88

!
Table 3.11: “Sobre Baza,” text
Spanish

English

Sobre Baza estaba el Rey

On Baza stood the King

lunes, despues de yantar;

Monday, after the meal;

miraba las ricas tiendas

look at the rich stores

qu’estaban en su Real.

there for His Highness.

!
In subsequent stanzas, Fernando II looks over his prospective holdings, while a Moor
tries to discourage him: “Do not winter here, we have bread for 10 years, 1000 cows,
20,000 Moors inside, 800 horses, 7 chiefs as good as Roldan.”89 This list of assets serves
two purposes: to establish the narrative of the Moor attempting to dissuade Ferdinand
from attacking Baza by illustrating that it can withstand a siege for ten years; and to show
how rich a prize Baza is, a prize that Fernando eventually won.
The melody in the top voice is distinguished by a larger range than most,
spanning an octave. It includes many dramatic leaps of fourths and fifths, the effect of

87

Jacobs, 618.

88

O’Callaghan, 178.

89

Roldan is Roland, the protagonist of the 13th-century French epic poem, La Chanson de Roland.
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which is somewhat contradictory to Jacobs’ assessment of the melody as having a
restrained feeling and a “prayer-like” mood with a limited range.90 Jacobs may have been
referring to the ends of phrases, where poignant harmony is created through passing notes
that create a major seventh between the outer voices and a tritone between the upper and
middle voice, resolving inward to a minor triad for the melismatic setting of the words
“miraba” and “Real.”
The advance on the Moors continues in a 3-voice romance fronterizo, “Por los
campos,” by Francisco de la Torre, found in C-Palacio.

!
Table 3.12: “Por los campos,” text
Spanish

English

Por los campos de los moros

Through the fields of the Moors

El Rey Don Fernando iba,

King Don Fernando was going,

Sus batallas ordenadas

His battles ordered [arranged]

!Oh cuan bien que parecia!

Oh how good it looked!

!
With only one known stanza,91 it is not clear from the text whether it celebrates
the exploits of Fernando I or Fernando II. These “orderly battles” could be in Baza,
Antequera, Alhama, or Granada. But the song’s appearance in C-Palacio makes a likely

90

Stevenson, 245.

91Editor

Barbiei comments, “There is only this couplet in the Codex, and I have not been able to find
anywhere in the continuation of the romance, which would probably be of interest in concocting some
episode of the Granada war” (“Sólo esta copla hay en el Códice, y no he logrado hallar en parte alguna la
continuacíon del romance, que probablemente sería de interés para concocer algún episodio de la guerra de
Granada.”), 169.
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case for it praising Fernando II. By grouping this work with the previous one, “Sobre
Baza,” similarities of textual content become apparent, as both works paint the scene of
being at a military field or camp, and both implore the listener to look upon the glories of
the site.
The musical texture features quasi-imitative entrances, arch-shaped melodies
within a limited range, and long repeated notes. It is very consonant, with the only
dissonance occurring four measures from the end, when B and D pass over a C to resolve
to A and C (see Example 3.23).

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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Example 3.23. “Por los campos”

!
Conflict in Andalusia Portrayed in the Vihuela Publications
Enough examples of reconquista pieces are included in the vihuela publications to
consider them as a separate group from those in the cancióneros. Rather than describing
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great conquests and land gained, the vihuela publication texts are more about a personal
and empathetic look at what the Moors lost.
“De’Antequera sale el moro” (“The Moor leaves from Antequera”) is a romance
for voice and vihuela in Fuenllana’s 1554 publication. An earlier version of the poetry has
a slight variation of the text, “De Antequera partió el moro.” Antequera is a town in
Andalusia near Ronda and Malaga, and between Granada and Seville (see Map 3 in
Appendix 2). This is the same region of western Andalusia where the towns of Marbella
and Estepone are located: these are referenced in “Caballeros de Álcala.” After numerous
attacks, Antequera was reconquered in 1410 by Fernando I, removing the Nasrid ruler of
the time, Yusuf III (1374–1417; reign 1408–1417).92 Fuenllana’s song appears more than
100 years after the event.
In Fuenllana’s song, the title is followed by the indication “de Morales,” which
has been understood to mean that Fuenllana is attributing the piece to Sevillian composer
Cristobal Morales (1500–1553). Jacobs notes Morales may have written the work to
honor his benefactor, the 5th Count of Urueña, whose family participated in the war
against Granada. This attribution, however, seems questionable for several reasons:
Morales was active around the same time as Fuenllana, but as stated earlier, the
reconquest of Granada occurred two generations earlier; Morales was known more for his
sacred works than secular; and as previously noted there are different versions of the text.
Romances are typically of anonymous origin, and are added to over time. There is
nevertheless a connection between the two composers: Morales died in Seville, where

92

O’Callaghan, 56.
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Fuenllana also was employed, less than a year before Fuenllana’s work was published. It
is not known whether this was a song that the Andalusian native Morales shared with
Fuenllana, if it was a folksong from Morales’ region, or if Morales had some hand in the
text or melody. At the very least, it is appealing to think that Fuenllana offered a small
tribute to this illustrious composer, and possible colleague, who had passed away only
months before.
The first stanza refers to a Moor taking messages from Antequera to the King in
the Alhambra, Yusef III (see Table 3.13). The messenger pleads with the king: if he does
not help, his village will be lost. The plaintive message is expressed through a regular
rhythm and a restrained melody in a reciting-tone style that hovers around an A (see
Example 3.24), over an uncomplicated homophonic vihuela part. In the original tablature,
the vocal line is incorporated into the vihuela part, but delineated with red ink, making it
easy to play the piece without the vocalist. The last line, “cartas de mensageria,” is
repeated to create a kind of romance/villancico hybrid. The dark mood of the song is not
a triumphant declaration by the Christians, but a sympathetic view through the eyes of the
Moorish messenger who tells the king of the tragedy to come.

!
Table 3.13: “De’Antequera sale el moro,” text
Spanish

English

De’Antequera sale el moro,

From Antequera leaves the Moor,

de Antequera se salia,

from Antequera he left,

cartas llevaba en su mano

holding letters in his hand

cartas de mensageria

posts of messages.
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Example 3.24: “De’Antequera sale el moro”

!
The fall of Antequera and the theme of a messenger continues in Pisador’s
romance “La Mañana de Sant Juan” (“The morning of San Juan’s Day”). Jacobs indicates
that San Juan’s Day, or St. John’s Day — June 24 — was originally a Muslim holiday
celebrating midsummer.93 In the song’s text, a celebration is taking place in the Alhambra
in Granada, with descriptions of horses, jousting, and beautiful gowns (see Table 3.14). A
messenger arrives to tell Yusef III the news of the fall of Antequera, prompting the king
to mount an attack against Alcalá la Real. O’Callaghan places the fall of Antequera in
September of 1410;94 while according to Jacobs this battle actually occurred fourteen
years later in 1424; he further suggests that the poem may refer to the same event that is
the subject of the song “Cavalleros [caballeros] de Alcalá” in C-Palacio. 95 Even if there
93

Jacobs, 615.

94

O’Callaghan, 59.

95

Jacobs, 616.

©
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is a temporal connection, the mood of Pisador’s song is quite different. Rather than
representing the heroic exploits of Christian conquerors, this romance relays the
extravagance of a Moorish celebration, and paints a picture of the past, of a vibrant
Moorish culture lost to his generation.

!
Table 3.14: “La Mañana de Sant Juan,” text
Spanish

English

La mañana de Sant Juan,

The morning of San Juan’s Day,

al tiempo que alboreava,

at the time of dawn,

gran festa hazen los moros,

The Moors were having great festivities

por la vega de Granada,

on the plain of Granada,

ricas aljuvas vestidas

dressed in rich clothing

de seda y oro labradas.

of silk and gold work.

!
The song begins without instrumental introduction. It is similar to Fuenllana’s
“Antequera” in its homophonic setting (compare Examples 3.24 and 3.25). The melody
barely moves, each phrase focusing on a reciting tone. The setting of the word “moros”
recalls an Arabic sound through use of chromaticism, shown in Example 3.26.

!
!
!
!
!
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Example 3.25: “La Mañana de Sant Juan,” mm. 39–44

!
Example 3.26: “La Mañana de Sant Juan,” mm. 25–29

!
Similar in subject matter is “Passeavase el rey moro” (The Moorish King is
walking), the most-discussed work of this genre, known for its text, its form, and number
of published versions. Jacobs identifies the work as “an epitaph to seven centuries of
Moslem presence in Iberia.”96 “Passeavase el rey moro” tells the story of the loss of the
town Alhama (not to be confused with the palace in Granada called The Alhambra). This
battle occurred 73 years after the follow of Antequera, yet texts have marked similarities
in their narratives. As in “Antequera” and “San Juan,” a Moorish King receives a
message or letter with terrible news. With 8-syllable lines in quatrains, this song tells a
96

Jacobs, 619.
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story like a proper romance, but is enhanced by a refrain after every quatrain — “¡Ay mi
Alhama!” (“Alas, my Alhama”) — creating another romance/villancico hybrid form, the
romance with a refrain becoming the new standard form. According to folklore, this
refrain was the actual cry of distress and loss of the Moorish King Abu Al-Hacen (known
as Boabdil) at the loss of this beloved palace and strategic post. Eight stanzas give a tour
of Granada, as the Moorish king walks back to his palace carrying the letter announcing
the loss (see Table 3.15). The king’s Alhama is a town with Roman thermal baths much
beloved by the Moors, which was taken at the beginning of the War on Granada in 1482.
The event marks the beginning of the end of Muslim rule in Andalusia.

!
Table 3.15: “Passeavase el rey moro,” stanza 1
Spanish

English

Paseábase el rey moro,

The Moorish king walked,

por la ciudad de Granada

through the city of Granada

desde la puerta de Elvira,

from the door of Elvira,

hasta la de Vivarrambla.

until that of the Vivarrambla

¡Ay de mi Alhama!

Alas, my Alhama!

!
Recounted in the first stanza, Vivarrambla is a city gate, as is the Door of Elvira,
both of which still exist in Granada. Several stanzas later the king passes by “el Zacatín,”
a street devoted to a clothes market, on his way up to the Alhambra, his medieval palace
and fortress, all the while uttering the cry “¡Ay mi Alhama!” after each quatrain.
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As evocative then as it is today, the text was set by three vihuelistas — Fuenllana,
Narváez, and Pisador. The most famous is by Fuenllana, whose arrangement is the fullest
setting, beginning with a 9-measure instrumental introduction featuring imitative
entrances. The active accompaniment contrasts with the passive and restrained melody.
The refrain has a falling, sighing motive, and is extended by repetition, making
Fuenllana’s setting of the refrain longer than in the other two composers’ arrangements.
Narváez’s setting is plainer, with no instrumental introduction. Likewise, the
Pisador version is simpler melodically, but has an attractive accompaniment. In his
publications Pisador shows the piece’s importance by giving its title a larger font size and
writing out the vocal line separately, rather than embedding it with the vihuela part like
the other composers.
Examples 3.27 and 3.28 illustrate the different settings of the refrain. Pisador
(Example 3.27) emphasizes the cry of “Ay” with a descending line, while Fuenllana
(Example 3.28) focuses on the word “Alhama” with a sighing figure. Fuenllana’s refrain
is twice as long as Pisador’s, more of a true refrain, rather than punctuation. This
extended refrain, dramatically reiterating the Moorish king’s cry is probably why
Fuenllana’s version is the most popular of the three. Another element of the setting that
makes Fuenllana’s version unique is that it is not written for the 6-course vihuela, but the
4-course guitar instead. With fewer strings, the guitar may have been considered a folk
instrument, just used for simple strumming accompaniment, not suitable for court music
and polyphony. To challenge this fallacy, Fuenllana wrote several imitative fantasias for
the guitar, in addition to this vocal setting of a of a hybrid romance/villancico, perhaps in
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an attempt to elevate the lowly position of the guitar.97 The only other vihuelist to write
for the guitar was Mudarra, with 6 solo guitar works. Indeed, the vihuela was supplanted
by the guitar less than 50 years later, although initially with far simpler compositions.

Example 3.27: “Passeavase el rey moro,” Pisador

97

These works appear in Book 6 of Fuenllana’s publication, which is a collection of his most experimental
works. Book 6 also includes 3 ensaladas, 6 fantasias for 5-course vihuela (not 6-course), a handful of
fantasias with titles (Fantasia de consonancias, Fantasia sobre un passo forçado: ut sol sol la sol: si los
delfines mueran de amores, una fantasia de redobles galanos), eight unusual Tientos, and a motet by
Fuenllana himself, Benedicamus patrem, thus completing his publication with a blessing.
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Example 3.28: “Passeavase el rey moro,” Fuenllana

!
The Other Alhama
The Alhama appears in another text that poses a complication in its title and
subject matter. This 3-voice villancico in C-Palacio is by Sanabria, identified by
Stevenson as Juan de Sanabria. Almost nothing is known about this composer who has
only four known works to his name: a hymn, a motet, and two secular songs. 98 This work
can be found by several names: the first line of sung text, “Dile que Pedro Guerau” (“Say
that it is Pedro Guerau”), as is the custom with the other works in this study, or by its
unusual spoken word introduction, “Mayoral del hato, hau?” (“Head shepherd of the
herd, hau [hey]?”).
98

Stevenson, 193.
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This pieces illustrates the complexities of the language and the period. Part of the
difficulty comes from a long multi-cultural history, where the repetition of names and
places makes it difficult to pinpoint an exact figure or time. In this work, the reference to
the Alhama at first suggests yet another song about the loss of the Alhama, as expressed
in “Passeavase.” Further confusion lies in understanding the context in which the cry
“hau, hau!” is evoked, as well as figuring out the reference to “hijo del Abad de
Alhama” (see Table 3.16). Abad could be a Spanish derivation of the Arabic name AbuAbd, which occurs frequently in the history of the reconquista. Such derivations are not
uncommon, as exemplified by the Spanish name Boabdil for Moorish figure Abū alḤasan ʿAlī in “Passeavase.” But Abad is also Spanish for “abbot,” so the text may be
about the son of the abbot of Alhama, an even more obscure reference.

!
Table 3.16: “Dile que Pedro Guerau,” text
Spanish

English

Mayoral del hato, hau, hau!

Shepherd of the herd, hau, hau!

ya duerme.-quien le llama?-

already sleeping. -Who is it?-

Dile que Pedro Guerau

Say that it is Pedro Guerau

hijo del Abad del Alhama.

son of the abbott of the Alhama.

!
The composer’s name brings up another possible connection. Sanabria is an area
in northwestern Spain, bordering Portugal, a location far removed from the Alhama of
“Passeavase.” It should be noted that the name Alhama comes from al-hammam, or bath,
in Arabic. As in Morocco, where many towns claim baths and springs, the name Alhama
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recurs throughout Spain: for instance, the Alhama of Aragón is a town in northeast Spain
with Roman baths, whereas Alhama de Almería and Alhama de Murcia are in southern
Spain. There is also a river Alhama near France.
This text also includes a number of oddities strewn through ten stanzas: The
subject of the poem, Pedro Guerau, has a pain in his stomach and is instructed to put his
feet by the fire, to inhale the smoke, to administer a powder or poultice made from
worms, to drink Madrigal wine six times (Madrigal is a town in Castile); he dreams he is
speaking Moroccan, and cries out “charrau,” which is Arabic for “road.”
I believe that the text may be about a journey on the Camino de Santiago that
leads to Compostela. This walk, which can take as many as 30 days depending on where
it is begun, is done by pilgrims, often for the purpose of healing an illness. There are
different roads or “ways” to Compostela, including one called Camino sanabrés, which
goes through the region of Sanabria (sana means health in Portuguese and Spanish). One
of its stops is the town of Ourense, well-known for its hot springs and baths. Composer
Juan of Sanabria may have written a song about his native region.
The villancico has an attractive melody and simple harmonies, primarily moving
in thirds (see Example 3.29). There is some textural interest in the change from three
voices to two in measure 9. Although this work does not seem to be about the
reconquista, it is intriguing for its reference to Moorish baths and fragments of the
Moroccan Arabic language, illustrating that Moorish language and references were part
of average life, and employed in northern Spain, far from the final reconquest in
Andalusia.
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Example 3.29: “Dile que Pedro Guerau”

!
This set of reconquista songs offers narratives of specific battles sights and is
united by use of language and an expression of action. The locations are not well-known
places — Baza, Marbella, Alcala — and references to them expand our awareness of the
lengthy reconquista beyond the city of Granada, giving a sense of the ten years of
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chipping away at the Muslim kingdom. The songs place the listener at military camps
surveying newly-conquered riches, or accompanying the disconsolate Boabdil through
the streets of Granada proper. The vihuela songs are united by their use of themes of a
messenger, the Moorish king’s reaction, and his palace, the Alhambra.
Dividing this group into subsections divulges a couple interesting things. First, the
cancióneros and vihuela publications do not overlap in their depiction of battles. The
battles in the cancióneros are primarily port towns, while Antequera and Alhama lie
closer to Granada (see Map 3 in Appendix B).
The pieces are dramatic, directly addressing Ferdinand to “turn back,” or
portraying hearing the Moorish King’s cry, “Ah, my Alhama!” In fact, a cry is one of the
themes that emerged in this section and is found in both types of sources, from the
Catalans in “Muy crueles,” to “a great cry” in “A bente,” to the the Moorish king’s cry in
“Passeavase.” The presence of three different vihuela-song settings about Alhama, with
none in the cancióneros, suggests that the loss, and perhaps even humiliation, was felt
acutely, becoming part of the collective memory. The repetition of the king’s cry becomes
the sad cry of the people at the loss of their culture.
In comparing the reconquista songs of the two types of sources, we are witness to
a shift in viewpoint of the same time period, from gloating triumph to profound loss. Also
connecting these works are the phrases of repeated notes in reciting-tone style, from
small sections in the songs of the cancióneros, which add variety, to the vihuela songs,
where it becomes the prevailing style. We also witness the emergence of the new
romance/villancico hybrid, or the romance with a refrain, from the repetition of text and
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melody in “En Avila,” to the “De’Antequera sale el moro,” and lastly, the most famous
work, “Passeavase,” said to be the model for future Spanish secular works.

!
The Granada Songs
All the songs in this section (see Table 3.17) reflect events surrounding the fall of
Granada or commentary on it. Although covering a later historic time than the songs in
the previous section, all of these pieces are from the earliest two cancióneros, with
composer Encina heavily represented with three works. Curiously, no vihuela composers
took up this subject matter. The language and themes of The reconquista Songs from the
cancióneros appears here as well, continuing in the same expressive vein of conquest.

!
Table 3.17: The Granada Songs
Title

Composer

Canciónero

Form

Setting

“Olivida tu perdicion”

Anonymous

C-Colombina

romance

4 v.

“Rompase la sepoltura” Anonymous

C-Palacio

romance

3 v.

“Una sañosa porfia”

Encina

C-Palacio

romance

4 v.

“Qu’es de ti,
deconsolado?"

Encina

C-Palacio

romance

3 v.

“Levanta Pascual”

Encina

C-Palacio

villancico

3 v.

!
The texts emphasize Fernando as a conqueror. While the texts devoted to Isabel
are songs of praise for her honor and beauty, the pieces that invoke Fernando’s name tie
him inextricably to the final push of the reconquista. Just as Queen Isabel I was compared
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to earlier queens, here Fernando is tied through the long history of Moorish occupation to
a medieval king. Whereas the Isabel songs could be from anytime, Fernando’s are clearly
post-reconquista.
“Olivida tu perdicion" is a 4-voice anonymous romance found in C-Colombina,
with a remarkably balanced and elegant text (see Table 3.18).

!
Table 3.18: “Olivida tu perdicion,” text
Spanish

English

Olvida tu perdiçión

Forget about damnation,

España ya consolada

Spain is already consoled

de Don Rodrigo perdida,

What Don Rodrigo lost

de Don Fernando ganada

Don Fernando won

!
The Don Rodrigo mentioned, also known as Roderic, was briefly a king — of
sorts — of Hispania (the Iberian Peninsula) from 710-712. Dying in a battle, he was
credited with losing Hispania to the Moors. In this song, then, Fernando II is not merely
the commander who lead the reconquest of the Kingdom of Granada, but the man who
restored the entire Iberian Peninsula to Catholic rule. The text takes on a strongly
religious tone. As with the crusades, victory is divine: “With singular joy, the angels
descended, Praises were offered to the Holy Virgin Mary” (“Con singular alegria, los
angeles descendieron, alabanças te ofrecieron, sagrada virgen maria”).
Musically, “Olivida” has a more restrained style than has been noted in many of
the works in the cancióneros. The melody moves mostly stepwise, avoiding leaps, and
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employs subdued repeated-note motives, approaching a reciting tone style. It is very
consonant, often moving in parallel thirds (see Example 3.30).

!
Example 3.30: “Olivida tu perdicion”
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One issue has plagued my interpretation. Although the text of “Olivida” can be
understood as praising Fernando II’s reconquest of Granada, the works in C-Colombina
are supposed to have been collected from the 1460s to the 1480s, before the final
reconquest in 1492. The only other possible Fernando suitable for “Olivida” would be
Fernando I of Aragon, Fernando II’s grandfather, who lived from 1380 to 1416 and
reconquered Antequera in 1410. Since it was another 82 years before Spain was “won” it
seems unlikely the song refers to Fernando I. In this case, a reassessment of the dating of
the C-Colombina collection is in order.
In a similar vein to “Olivida tu perdicion” is the song “Rompase la sepoltura,"
which provides another reference to the medieval king of Hispania. This 3-voice romance
from C-Palacio has a vivid text about King Rodrigo breaking out of his grave (see Table
3.19). Regrettably only one verse of this startling text exists, but the repeat of a reference
to Rodrigo indicates the significance of reconciling the current time with the distant past.
Yet another reference to Rodrigo in C-Colombina, after the 1492 final reconquest,
supports my previous argument that at least some of the collection in C-Colombina
should be dated later.

!
Table 3.19: “Rompase la sepoltura,” text
Spanish

English

Rompase la sepultura

Break open the grave

porque mas penas contigo

the more may you suffer

el mayor y sin ventura

oldest and unfortunate

d’España Rey Don Rodrigo

King of Spain Don Rodrigo.
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In this odd text, the singer demands that Rodrigo break from his own tomb to
suffer more for his loss of Spain. The music presents some striking features. It begins
and ends with open fifths, the lack of the third creating an emptiness perhaps evocative of
a tomb (see Example 3.31). In some places harmonies develop and change slowly, while
at phrase endings the rhythmic pace increases with the inclusion of melismas. The
composer sets off the eeriness of the text by including clusters of dissonances; see mm.
5–6 for a strong-beat, passing diminished triad B–D–F on the the word “sepultura,” and
m. 24 for a C–B–D clash on “ventura.”

!
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Example 3.31: “Rompase la sepoltura”

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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The last three pieces of this set are all by composer Encina, and after
“Passeavase” are the most frequently written-about songs in the genre. Encina’s fourvoice romance “Una sañosa porfia" (“a savage dispute” or “cruel misfortune”), from CPalacio, often carries the romantic subtitle “Lament of Boabdil, last Moorish King of
Granada.” The text is exciting and evocative (see Table 3.20). Jacobs notes that it
“commemorates the passing of the Iberian Moslem civilization” through “tragic
accents.”99 While the text is written in the voice of the Moorish king, there is also an
underlying sense of aggrandizement on the part of the Catholic monarchs, as Boabdil
tallies his losses: “My towns, my castles, my cities he is winning….the Moorish quarter
is overrun, the fields laid to waste, my companies and warlords, beaten and killed.” It is
clear that Boabdil has lost everything, and the tone depicts the humiliation of the king and
his people. We can tie this style of text to those that place us in the military field, looking
over the conquest as in “Sobre Baza” and “Por los campos” in the previous section.

!
Table 3.20: “Una sañosa porfia,” text

99

Spanish

English

Un famosa caballero,
Delante viene volando,

A famous knight flies in,

Con una cruz coloradam
Y un espada relumbrando,

with a cross and sword in hand,

D’un rico manto vestido,

in rich clothing,

Toda le gente guiando.

to lead the people.

Jacobs, 618.
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The final four stanzas turn towards an expression of the righteousness of the
campaign, as mosques are consecrated as churches and crying Moorish women are held
captive. At the end, the heavens cry “Long Live King Fernando! Long Live the great
illuminated lioness [Queen Isabel] and may Her Majesty prosper.” Like a troubadour
song about the crusades, this one also claims the support of God by referencing the Virgin
and another holy figure: the caballero, whom Jacobs identifies as St. James, or Santiago
in Spanish, who was called “Matamoros,” the Moor-slayer.100
The text is masterfully handled, with the second and fourth line of every stanza
ending with “-ando,” each ending set to a long arch-shaped melisma with C as the high
point, the last phrase longer than the rest. This setting is especially effective on the eighth
verse, which highlights the words “Fernando” and “prosperando.” The melisma and
rhyme add interest to the basic romance structure, and to an otherwise simple piece with a
regular, even rhythm, no syncopation, strict homophony, and consonant harmony. This
song is similar in patriotic expression to the 4-voice romance “Viva el gran Re,” featured
in The Isabel Songs, which refers to rescuing the pagan “Mohammedan city” of Granada.
Stevenson points out that Encina sometimes conceived of works in pairs: a
romance followed by a villancico. One such pair is the 3-voice romance, “Qu’es de ti,
desconsolado” followed by the villancico, “Levanta, Pascual,” found in C-Palacio. In
“Qu’es de ti, deconsolado?” (“How are you, heartbroken?”) the singer asks the Moorish
king how he feels, now that he has lost Granada (see Table 3.21). This question is not

100

Ibid., 619.
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presented in the style of a dialogue between peers, but is pursued in an overly direct and
intimate tone, using the informal address of “ti” rather than the formal “usted” for the
Moorish king. The text is simple, but direct, with each line asking a question.

!
Table 3.21: “Qu’es de ti, deconsolado?,” text
Spanish

English

Qu’es de ti, deconsolado?

How are you, heartbroken?

Qu’es de ti, rey de Granada?

How are you, king of Granada?

Qu’es de tu tierra y tus moros?

What about your land and your Moors?

Donde tienes to morada?”

Where are you going to live?

!
Is the mood here sympathetic and sorrowful, or taunting and self-righteous? Or is
it a mixture thereof, an ironic use of musical mourning tropes? Stevenson considers the
tone to be prayer-like, similar to Isabel’s “prayer for the conversion of the vanquished.”101
Stevenson ties the text to religion, noting that in the rest of the 26 lines, the author
“urge[s] Boabdil to renounce his faith. The poet congratulates Granada on its
liberation.”102
The melody has a limited, restrained range, beginning with a reciting tone on G
repeated five times, and a melisma on “desconsolada,” whose range is only a minor third
higher (see Example 3.32). The limited range, slow melodic movement, and use of
suspensions create the feeling of a sacred piece. Additionally, there is an aural
101

Stevenson, 245.

102

Stevenson, 247.
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relationship between the words “moros" (“moors”) and “morada” (“live”). Encina’s
poetic writing is always tightly controlled and at the highest level. Because of the
restrained, melancholic nature of the music, the overly familiar use of language gives a
feeling of pity.

!

Example 3.32: “Qu’es de ti, deconsolado?”
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I see a connection between the poetic writing of the two Encina songs, “Una
sañosa porfia” and “Qu’es de ti, deconsolado?” from C-Palacio, and the anonymous
“Olivida tu perdicion” in C-Colombina. First, there are similarities of rhyme: “ando” in
“Una sañosa porfia,” “ado” in “Qu’es de ti, deconsolado?,” and “-ada” in “Olivida tu
perdicion.” Second, all three include alliteration and aural echos of words, such as
“perdicion" and “perdida.” Finally, each musical composition is restrained. It is tempting
to think that the song “Olivida” was known to Encina and influenced his writing, or even
that it might be an unknown work by him. The lack of songs by Encina is one of the
reasons that Stevenson believes that all the works in C-Colombina predate 1490. Since I
have shown that at least one C-Colombina song was probably written after 1492, the
possibility that “Olivida” may be by Encina would be yet another reason to adjust the
collection’s dates.
The final Encina song of this set is “Levanta Pascual,” a 3-voice villancico.
Stevenson describes the villancico as “miniature drama,” a fitting description of its
subject, a discussion of the news of the surrender of Granada by two shepherds, who
thank God for victory (see Table 3.22).103

!
!
!
!
103

Stevenson, 266.
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Table 3.22: “Levanta Pascual,” text
Spanish

English

Levanta Pascual, levanta,

Get up Pascual,

Aballemos a Granada

let’s go to Granada

Que se suena qu’es tomada…

They say it has been taken…

[stanza break]
…..Vamos ver el gasajado

…..Let’s see the celebration

Da quella ciudad nombrada

of that famous city

!
This work has none of the angst or pathos associated with the fall of Granada, and
despite its extolling the Christian triumph, it is less about righteous victory and more
about Granada as a curiosity, a place not previously accessible but one with an exotic
reputation. The tone is light: Granada is a tourist attraction. The call to get up is a theme
we saw in “Mayoral.”
The three voices enter in imitation a measure apart, from highest to lowest, but
quickly become more homophonic and homorhythmic (see Example 3.33). The melodic
line is active, with leaps of fourths and fifths. The phrases are pretty and light, in keeping
with the pastoral association of shepherds.

!
!
!
!
!
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Example 3.33: “Levanta, Pascual”

!
The Granada Songs are an extension of the conflict songs from the cancióneros.
Continuing in the same character, they represent conquest and relishing triumph, as our
view is directed over a conquered field. There is grandiose patriotism and a repeat of the
idea of divine influence as was seen in the Isabel song “Viva,” now supported by a flying
Apostle. The excitement of opening a gateway to a previously hidden world of unknown
treasures is expressed in the call to travel in “Levanta Pascual.” In “Qu’Es de ti,
desconsolado?,” the Moorish King is addressed, but unlike in “Passeavase,” where we
hear the King’s exclamation of despair, this reference is more of a forlorn taunt, asking if
he is heartbroken and homeless. This grouping of songs includes three compositions by
Encina. Never employed by the monarchy, he may be offering his best work, focusing on
Ferdinand’s triumph, to gain favor at court. Perhaps most significant to the study of this
repertory in general, two of the works in the group of Granada songs, which discuss
restoring Iberia to its glorious days of pre-Moorish rule, suggest that the re-dating of CColombina should be investigated.
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The Morisco Songs
The surrender of Granada on January 2, 1492, was set up by The Treaty of
Granada, signed November 25, 1491, which outlined the rights that Moors were to
receive, including religious tolerance; no such tolerance was afforded the Jews, who were
forced to leave by March 31, 1492, according to the Alhambra Decree. In reality, the
atmosphere of religious tolerance for Moors was almost immediately challenged, and in
some areas Moors were forced to convert to Christianity. The term used for Muslim
Moors remaining in Catholic Spain was Mudéjar; those Muslims who converted were
called Moriscos. Forced conversions prompted the first of the Morisco Rebellions from
1499-1501. The uprising was seen as a violation of the Treaty of Granada. By 1526, all
Moorish practices were forbidden, including traditional dress and speaking Arabic.
This set of four songs, one of which is found in two versions, reflects sentiments
from after the Morisco rebellion, sometimes very obviously by the inclusion of the term
“moriscote” instead of “moro.” Although the sentiments expressed in other songs are less
obvious, they were placed in this group because of their references to recollections of the
past, ancient legends, and reminders of the Moors’ vital place in Spanish history.

!
!
!
!
!
!
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Table 3.23: The Morisco Songs
Title

Composer

Canciónero Source

Setting

“A las armas, moriscote”

Fuenllana

1554

romance v., vihuela

“A las armas, moriscote”

Pisador

1552

romance v., vihuela

“Ya se asiento el rey Ramiro"

Narváez

1538

romance v., vihuela

“Sospirastes Baldovinos”

Milán

1536

romance v., vihuela

!
Just as the “The Granada Songs” were represented only in the cancióneros, “The
Morisco Songs” are found only in the vihuela publications. It is interesting to note that,
with one exception (which will be discussed in the next section), the vihuela composers
seemed aware of the loss of a culture and were willing to point out injustices, while the
“Granada songs” celebrated the heroic Fernando’s return of Spain to Catholicism.
Additionally, the vihuela composers all chose the older, more traditional romance form
with ancient texts, creating continuity to the past.
The first work of this set is “A las armas, moriscote,” a romance found in the
publications of both Fuenllana (where it is attributed to Bernal) and Pisador. It begins,
“To arms, moriscos, if you have a will to fight, the French have entered through
Fuenterrabía, they come out at San Sebastían.” Fuenterobia and San Sebastián (called
Hondarribia and Donostia in Basque, respectively) are both towns in Basque country,
with Fuenterobia on the border of France. These towns were involved in the Conquest of
Navarre, begun in 1512 by Fernando II and continued by his successor and grandson,
Charles V. The campaign in Fuenterobia took place over the years 1521–1523, aided by
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San Sebastián. It is extraordinary that in a time of increased intolerance and restrictions
placed on the moriscos, they were asked to join Christian forces fighting France.
Fuenllana and Pisador’s books were published in 1552 and 1554, respectively, a
good 30 years after the Conquest of Navarre, making it less likely that they published this
song as a patriotic statement in favor of the military campaign, but more a sympathetic
expression of support with the moriscos. Both publications predate the second Morisco
Rebellion and the final expulsion of the Moors, at a time when there was increased
animosity against Muslims. Pisador and Fuenllana may have been quietly protesting the
banishment of Moorish culture by illustrating the hypocrisy of calling them to join in
battle while expelling them region by region.
Fuenllana’s setting is strongly homophonic. Rather than a heroic call to arms, the
tone is sad and restrained. At two points in the piece, the composer employs a reciting
tone on E supported by an C major chord (see Example 3.34). Fuenllana is a master of
harmony and shifting modes, so what at first feels like C ionian slides up a major second,
turning into D dorian. He continues to play with these two modes in subtle, yet surprising
ways by the juxtaposition of chromatic half-steps: B-natural to B-flat, and C-natural to Csharp. The static melodic line with chords changing underneath creates a feeling of
pathos.
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Example 3.34. A las armas, moriscote,” Fuenllana, mm. 24-32.

!
Pisador’s setting is quite different. First, his does not include text with specific
historic references to Fuenterabia and San Sebastian. The romance begins with a solo
vihuela introduction that features imitative entrances. Dotted rhythms make the piece
lively. Pisador’s vihuela part shows increased independence from the vocal line, with
stronger countrapuntal movement than in Fuenllana’s, but with less interesting harmonies
and a lighter texture (see Example 3.35).

!
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Example 3.35 “A las armas, moriscote,” Pisador

!
As a composer with amateur status, no court appointment, and no direct
connection to Andalusia that we know of, Pisador is generally the least well-regarded of
the vihuela composers, often dismissed in studies. But I find his work interesting for the
inclusion of these provocative texts, which seem to mirror subject matter covered by
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Fuenllana, as in “Sant Juan,” or even duplicating it, as in “Passeavase” and “A las armas,
moriscote.” These similarities and duplications of subject matter are even more
fascinating when noting that Pisador’s publication preceded Fuenllana’s by two years.
Either these works were highly popular throughout Spain, not just in the south, or the two
composers were acquainted. This may even show how radical Fuenllana was by adding
specific references to towns of Fuenterabia and San Sebastian to his text. The more
attention that is paid to Fuenllana’s work, the more radical it appears.
The next songs continue in the vein of “A las armas, moriscote” by highlighting
the integral role the Moors played in the development of Spain and the Iberian peninsula.
As in “The Granada Songs” these works feature medieval kings, but rather than tying
them to the glorification of Fernando II, they serve to establish continuity, showing the
Moor as integral to society.
Narváez’s romance “Ya se asiento el rey Ramiro” (“And King Ramiro sits”), for
voice and vihuela, could refer to any one of several medieval kings named Ramiro —
there was a King Ramiro of León, of Aragon, and of Asturias — but my conjecture is that
this song is about King Ramiro II of León (c.900-951), because he is a prominant figure
in the Portuguese romance Miragaia.104 According to the legend told in this Portuguese
romance, Ramiro had a child with the daughter of a Moorish leader, who became the first
of the noble Maia family of Portugal. By recalling this ancient tale, Narváez suggests that
even some noble families would not exist without the Moor: noble Spanish blood is
already mixed. The Moors are Iberians and Iberians are Moors.
104

Visconde de João Batista da Silva Leitão de Almeida Garrett, “Miragaia,” http://www.gutenberg.org/
files/24411/24411-h/24411-h.htm, accessed 3 January, 2018.
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Narváez’s melodic line moves by step with mostly slow note values. All of the
activity and interest is held by the vihuela, which has increasingly longer running scale
patterns (see Example 3.36). These redobles are also featured in Narváez’s solo
diferencias and in the subsequent works by Milán.

Example 3.36: “Ya se asiento el rey Ramiro”

!
In Milán’s romance “Sospirastes Baldovinos” (“You sigh, Baldovinos”), the
Baldovinos refer to people from Valdoviño, a town in the Galician region in the north.
Nevertheless, Jacobs has identified this text as referring to the medieval King of
Jerusalem, Baldwin II (d.1131), and points out that Milán’s verse is related to the French
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chanson de geste, Chanson de Saisnes (c.1200).105 The part of the poem that Milán chose
to set is a dialogue between a Christian and Moorish woman (see Table 3.24). The man’s
assurance that he is not afraid of Moors indicates that such fears existed. Jacobs notes that
the romantic dialogue of the text “demonstrates…the relaxed social climate of medieval
Spain.” 106 Indeed, the pieces published by the vihuela-composers recall medieval
Spanish history as an example of the convivencia of the past that they currently long for,
reminding people of how things once were and what they hope might be again. The song
illustrates that, despite the political and cultural violence perpetrated against the Moors,
some were nostalgic for the congenial relationships that were part of their fabled past.
This piece demonstrates another aspect of contemporary life: before the expulsion, Moors
could flee to France to live freely. Later, they were not so welcome.
While Jacobs provides illuminating details about the song’s historical context, he
says little about the music beyond noting it has a “generally homophonic or mildly
polyphonic setting…interspersed [with] lengthy runs on the vihuela between hemistichs
[sic] of the text.”107 This is true for the first three lines of lyrics, but by the fourth line of
text, the accompanying vihuela part becomes more complex (see Example 3.37).
Moreover, the piece closes with thirteen measures of solo writing for vihuela.

!
!
!
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Jacobs, 612.
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Ibid., 612.

107

Ibid., 612.
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Table 3.24. “Sospirastes Baldovinos,” text

!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Spanish

English

Sospirastes Baldovinos,

You sigh, Valdovinos,

las cosas que yo mas queria.

the things I loved most

O teneys miedo a los moros

Are you afraid of the Moors,

o en francia teneya amiga.

or do you have a [girl] friend in France?

No tengo mieo a los moros

I am not afraid of the Moors,

ni en francia tengo amiga.

nor do I have a [girl] friend in France;

mas tu mora y yo cristiano

but you are a Moor and I am Christian,

hazemos muy mala vida.

and we will have a very bad life.

Si te vas con migo en francia

But if you go with me to France

todo nos sera alegria

we will be happy;

haré justas y torneos

I will do jousting and tournaments

por servirte cadaldia.

to serve you everyday.

Y veras la flor del mundo

And you will see the flower of the world

de mejor cavalleria

Of the best chivalry

yo sere tu cavallero

I will be your knight

tu seras mi linda amiga.

and you will be my pretty [girl] friend.
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Example 3.37: “Sospirastes Baldovinos”

!
Appearing only in the vihuela publications, this set of Morisco songs not only
represents a period after 1492 that saw increased obligation for the Muslim Moors to
convert to Catholicism, but harkens to an earlier history, reminding people that Moors
and Spaniards were not distinct, but have always been a united part of Spanish history.
The Morisco songs portray a time when liberties were disappearing. The restrained
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writing conveys dwindling expectations. The theatrical style discussed in previous
sections continues here, but only as a direct command in a call to arms. The musical style
of repeated reciting tones and restrained melodic movement suggest acquiescence to the
command, rather than an heroic response. The Moor has little choice. The theme of
mixed race relations continues in “Sospirastes,” where a couple still has the option of
fleeing to France to be together.

!
!

Hearts Held Captive: Songs of Love, Rejection, and Grief
The following set of songs could loosely be called Love Songs, reflecting

romantic intentions between Moors and Catholics. In several cases the texts refer to
names of Moorish girls, while male Moorish figures are never referred to by name in any
of the pieces I have identified. In keeping with the intimate nature of subject matter, the
textual tone is familiar, sometimes even coarse. These works span all the sources and
forms. Several of the songs use the term “morisco” in either male or female form, making
clear their origin from after the reconquista.

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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Table 3.25: Songs of Love, Rejection, and Grief
Title

Composer

Canciónero

Source

Style

“Quien vos habla"

Anonymous

C-Palacio

villancico

4 v.

“Aquella mora garrida"

Gabriel

C-Palacio

villancico

4 v.

“Ay que non era”

Anonymous

C-Palacio

villancico

4 v.

“Tres morillas”

Anonymous

C-Palacio

villancico

3 v.

“Tres moricas"

Fernandez

C-Palacio

villancico

3 v.

“Si te quitasse"

Pisador

1552

villancico

v., vihuela

“Con pavor recordó el moro" Milán

1536

romance

v., vihuela

“Di, per[r]a mora"

Anonymous

C-Medinaceli canción

4 v.

“Triste España sin ventura"

Encina

C-Palacio

4 v.

romance

!
“Quien vos habla” is an anonymous 4-voice villancico from C-Palacio whose text
shows definite Moorish influence. It includes the Arabic name, Fatima, and the
exclamation, “Oxala!,” or “Inshallah,” meaning “God willing” in Arabic. The text tells of
taking a girlfriend, Fatima, to Sevilla — God willing. Fatima is described as “la tan
garrida,” which can mean “so beautiful,” but may also suggest a more showy or colorful
nature. This description is found in two other songs with texts that mention Moorish girls:
“Aquella mora garrida” and “Tres morillos” (both discussed below), as well as in the the
more rustic, pastoral song about Isabel bathing, “Isabel, perdiste la tu faxa.”
The piece is homophonic until it arrives at the exclamation and girl’s name,
“Oxala! Ay Fatima Fatima!” where there is more movement between inner voices and the
ascending leaps may imitate exclamations or jubilations: especially notable are the octave
leaps in the two lower voices at measure 8-9 and 13-14 (see Example 3.38). Because this
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song appears in a court canciónero, and the expression towards the Moorish girl is
ebullient, we might surmise that multiracial relationships were accepted.

!
Example 3.38: “Quien vos habla”

!
“Aquella mora garrida" is a 4-voice villancico by Gabriel Mena from C-Palacio.
Stevenson is confident about the meaning of the work, saying that “the words pay tribute
to a Moorish girl whose charm has captivated the poet, and every musical touch artfully
suggests ‘moonlight and roses’”108 (see Table 3.26). However, Stevenson does not offer a

108

Stevenson, 279.
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translation beyond “moonlight and roses,” a fragment which Jacobs also quotes
unaltered, but in fact, the rest of the song is of a different mood.

!
Table 3.26. “Aquella mora garrida,” text
Spanish

English

Aquella mora garrida,

That beautiful Moorish girl

sus amores dan pena a mi vida.

Her love brings pain to my life.

Mi madre, por darme placer,

My mother, to please me,

a coger rosas me envía;

sends me to pick roses;

moros andan a saltear

the Moors go on attack

y a mí llévanme cautiva;

and take me captive;

sus amores dan pena a mi vida.

her (their) love brings pain to my life.

El moro que me prendiera

The Moor that caught me

allende la mar me envía;

sends me beyond the sea;

lloraba cuando lo supo

cried when he knew it

un amigo que yo había;

a friend (lover?) that I had [gone]

sus amores dan pena a mi vida.

Her love brings pain to my life.

Con el gran dolor que siente

With great pain he feels

estas palabras decía:

These words he said:

Aquella mora garrida,

That beautiful Moorish girl

sus amores dan pena a mi vida.

Her love brings pain to my life.

!
There are roses, to be sure, and a heart can symbolically be taken captive by love,
but the changing gender and point of view from first to second person create doubts. First
a man sings of a beautiful Moorish girl, but then he (or she?) is taken captive by Moors,
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which still could relate to capturing a heart. That is, until she is sent across the sea and
her lover cries for her: the “captive heart” metaphor has become strained. As villancicos
often are in dialogue, this song text presents two points of view: first the man sings about
the Moorish girl he loves, and then the girl tells her story — she is kidnapped, taken
across the sea, and then she laments that her lover cries for her. His words are the
estribillo, or refrain, returning to the point of view of the man. To take the text literally is
not farfetched during a time when Moors and Christians were continually fighting and
seizing each other as prisoners and slaves — and for women, also as lovers.
There is masterful word play between “mora" and “amores,” so that the term
Mora melds with the word love, all the time reminding us that love hurts. Indicative of
the earlier compositional style reflected in the cancióneros, the four voices enter in
imitation with a motive of a descending triad (see Example 3.39).
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Example 3.39: “Aquella mora garrida"

!
The love theme continues in “Ay que non era,” a four-voice villancico found in CPalacio. This work is quite unusual in that the entire song is from the point of view of a
woman (see Table 3.27). The object of her affection is a morisco and the text includes
references to captivity. But unlike “Aquella ©mora,” the loaded language — chains and
locks — poses no dangerous passion or cause for concern. The chains are golden and the
lock is Moorish padlock. The song is very much a light court piece, made extraordinary
by being in the woman’s point of view, and by suggesting love with a morisco, which
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dates it after the reconquest. The four voices of the copla (See Example 3.40) are in
imitation, outlining a descending D minor and F major triad, like chains interlocked.

!
Table 3.27. “Ay que non era,” text
Spanish

English

Madre, la mi madre

Mother, my mother

el mi lindo amigo

my handsome lover

moricos de allende

morisco from beyond

lo llevan cativo

has taken [me] captive

cadenas de oro

with chains of gold

candado morisco.

a Moorish padlock.

!
There is nothing in the text that gives the word “morisco” any historical or
religious weight, and one could substitute the word with another three syllables, “il
moro,” without altering the tone. The morisco exists here as a subject for word and music
play, but otherwise is incidental; it is not unreasonable to imagine that this song was
altered over time. And in fact, the next song to be discussed has two versions, one using
the word “morillas” and the other “moricas;” however, in this piece the inclusion of a
religious declaration is an important distinction.

!
!
!
!
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Example 3.40: “Ay que non era”

!
Two three-voice villancicos — “Tres morillas me enamoran en Jaén” (“I love
three Moorish girls in Jaén”) and “Tres moricas me enamoran en Jaén” — are found in CPalacio. The first is an anonymous setting and the second one is attributed to D.
Fernandez. Jaén is a city in Andalusia, north of Granada, which was reconquered in 1246.
Two of the women’s names are Arabic — Axa and Fatima — (Axa is more commonly
spelled Aisha). The change of the word “morilla” to “morisco” reflects the cultural
change of forced conversions after the fall of Granada, but it is only one of several
significant textual alterations.
The anonymous villancico has a rustic theme: the girls are so lovely (“tan
garrida,” the same description used in other songs for Moorish girls, as noted earlier) and
are going to pick olives, but find they are already harvested. In the final stanza,
“morillas" has been changed to “moricas,” who are going to pick apples. This time they
are described as “tan lozanos,” which can mean in blooming health, or even buxom;
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because this is a lusty villancico, rather than a chivalric romance, the second translation is
certainly apt.
In the song attributed to Fernandez, “Tres moricas,” olives and apples are no
longer pertinent. Rather than painting a bucolic scene, the women instead testify that “We
are Christians who were Moors in Jaén” (“Cristianas qu’eramos moras de Jaén”); the
verse ends “Ask them, “Who are you women who have stolen my life?” (“Dixe les
¿Quien sois sennoras de mi vida robadoras?”). Subsequent verses explain how their fine
qualities such as beauty, upbringing, and wisdom have captured the fortune of a Christian
knight, who sings in later verse, “I swear by the Koran, in which, ladies, you believe, that
the one and all three of you, have put me in great anxiety and sorrow to my eyes.” This
reference to the Koran is curious. The knight implies that, despite the women’s testimony,
he assumes they still follow Islam, and are thus crypto-Muslims. Since this is a
villancico, which typically portrays natural conversation, the women’s announcement is
presented as something all moriscos might say when first encountered.
Musically, the anonymous “Tres Morillos” is much simpler in its setting:
homophonic, with slow, even note values (See Example 3.41). Fernandez’s “Tres
Moricos” has more rhythmic and contrapuntal variety and a wider tessitura (see Example
3.42). The highest range in the melody is used to showcase the women’s names.
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Example 3.41: “Tres morillas”
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!
Example 3.42: “Tres Moricas”

!
“Si te quitasse” is the final morisco love song, albeit a cruel one, again blurring
the lines between metaphor and fact. A villancico by Pisador for vihuela and voice, it sets
a dialogue between a morisco and a woman. This dark text introduces the possibility of
©
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the imprisonment and harsh treatment of a morisco, while introducing elements of the
chivalric idea of service to a woman beyond the man’s reach (see Table 3.28). In this
case, the barrier may be physical as well as social.

!
Table 3.28: “Si te quitasse,” text
Spanish

English

Si te quitasse los hierros

If you took away the irons

y prisiones en que estas

and prisons in which you are

morico mas me daras

Morico you will give me more

Por las tierras don de fueres

For the lands you gave me

por tuyo me nombraras

For you will name me

morico mas me daras,

Morico you will give me more,

Darte yo si tu quisieras

I give you if you would like,

señora mi coraçon

lady, my heart

En cadenas y prision

In chains and prison

tuyo soy mientras biviere.

I am yours while I live.

!
The song’s instrumental introduction begins with two imitative lines, building to a
fuller three- and four-voice texture. The vocal setting is primarily homophonic and
poignant, with imitative instrumental parts alternating with lines of text, the voice
beginning in reciting tone style sitting on C to create a mournful feeling. It then moves up
a major third — the piece’s highest note — for the plaintive plea, “Morico you will give
me more,” (see Examples 3.43 and 3.44).
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Example 3.43: “Si te quitasse,” mm. 1-37.

!
!
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Example 3.44: “Si te quitasse,” mm. 38-66

!
A romance set by vihuela composer Milán relates a flirtation between a Moor and
a Christian woman that turns bad (see Table 3.29). “Con pavor recordó el moro” (“With
fear, the Moor remembered”) comes from a longer romance titled the “Romance de
Moriana.” Quinn discusses this work within the context of the theme of “forbidden love”
and explains that the text is sympathetic to Moors. In the full text, a Catholic woman is
captured and then wooed by a Moor. The two play chess and she wins. When she begins
to cry, the Moor shows concern until he learns that she weeps for her lover, at which
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point he becomes jealous and kills her. Quinn suggests the interpretation could go one of
two ways: either the Moor is a brute or a great knight, pointing out that the Moor was
chivalric before turning violent. Still, the text hardly seems sympathetic to the Moors.
Quinn claims that Milán’s Moorish sympathy is expressed musically, by setting the text
in a controlled way, homophonically, followed by a virtuosic display of a solo
instrumental line, which is showcased between lines of the lyrics so as not to cover them
up (see Example 3.45). Quinn explains that this is because the redoble technique imitates
Arabic al’ud playing with a plectrum: Milán is “mirroring…the sympathetic theme.”109

!
Table 3.29: “Con pavor recordó el moro,” text
Spanish

English

Con pavor recordó el moro

With terror did the Moor recall

y empeço de gritos dar

and began to cry out

mis arreos son las armas,

my trimmings [harness] are my weapons

mi descanso es pelear.

and my rest is to fight

Mi cama las duras peñas,

My bed hard rock,

mi dormir siempre es vellar,

my sleep forever watchful;

mis vestidos son pesares

my garments are my sorrows

que no se pueden rasgar.

that none can tear.

No desexando cosa á vida

I don’t wish for anything in life

de quanto puedo matar,

that I can destroy;

hasta que halle la muerte

until I find the death

que amor no me quiere dar.

that love doesn’t want to give me.

!
109

Quinn, 41-42.
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This interpretation raises several concerns. In all the examples in this study,
typically only the first stanza of a romance is included in the setting. The text Milán
chose to set begins with the first line of the third stanza of the “Romance de Moriana,”
which does not include wooing or violence; instead, the Moor is reflecting. After the first
two lines (“With terror did the Moor recall and began to cry out”), Milán then skips the
next three lines of the longer romance, in which the Moor says that he will kill, punish, or
conquer anyone who causes the woman grief. Milán’s next line, “my trimmings [harness]
are my weapons and my rest is to fight,” comes from the subsequent stanza. Poetic
contrasts continue with Milán’s use of the section of text that emphasizes the Moor’s
distress.110 The text is indeed sympathetic — not for the reason Quinn stated but due to
Milán’s editing.
Quinn is correct in identifying Milán’s virtuosic writing as in imitation of al’ud,
yet, Milán uses the compositional technique of alternating homophony with redoble scale
passages for all his songs, whatever the text or subject matter. This is also the feature
technique of Milán’s solo instrumental fantasias, and in the vihuela compositions of
Narváez and Mudarra, as shown earlier in this study.

!
!
!
!
!
110

Entire text found here: http://mezquitacordobesa.blogspot.com/2012/07/romance-de-moriana-y-el-morogalvan.html
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Example 3.45: “Con pavor”

!
“Di, per[r]a mora” is an anonymous 4-voice canción in C-Medinaceli with a
surprisingly irreverent text on unrequited love. “Perra” means “dog,” but when hurled as
an insult it has the same meaning as in English: “Tell me, Moorish bitch” (see Table
3.30).

!
!
!
!
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Table 3.30: “Di, per[r]a mora,” text
Spanish

English

Di, perra mora,

Tell me, Moorish bitch,

di, matadora,

tell me, murderess,

Por qué me matas,

Why do you kill me

y siendo tuyo,

and being yours,

tan mal me tratas.

you treat me so badly.

!
Although the casual language may suggest a folk song, this work appears not only
in a court canciónero, but in a complex setting for four voices. Perhaps the setting is
based on a well-known folk song from the street, in which case the sophisticated setting
would be considered highly amusing. In fact, the first two phrases are set homophonically
and homorhythmically so that the words and melody would be easily recognizable, if
they were well known (see Example 3.46). Imitation between the two upper and two
lower voices is then introduced, with faster note values and repetitions of the lyrics. The
final third of the piece is a complicated setting with imitation, syncopation, and faster
note values on the line “why do you treat me so badly?,” a sentiment equally appropriate
for a chivalric love song (see Example 3.47). A distinguishing feature of the song is the
recurring rhythm of three eighth notes starting on an offbeat.

!
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Example 3.46: “Di, per[r]a mora,” mm. 1–3

Example 3.47: “Di, per[r]a mora,” mm. 10–20

!
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This set of “love songs” share similarities in the pastoral settings of villancicos or
canciónes, in the setting of Moorish girls’ names, and return of the phrase “tan garrida,”
as seen in the Isabel songs. But these songs are disturbing in their other use of language
— captive, chained, locked — words that are closer to the language of battle songs
observed in the sections of reconquista conflict songs and Granada songs. This language
implies unsettling connotations, in which Moorish girls are associated with terms used for
battle conquests. Are these court pieces playing with the concept of captive women,
enslaved chattel, as part of the bounty of war, the riches viewed in the fields? The vihuela
song, “Si te quitasse,” continues along this line, but is darker still, acknowledging
imprisonment, a post rebellion reality. The language of danger seems to imply that these
are indeed more than love songs. As the roles are reversed, a woman holds a morisco
imprisoned, who agrees to anything to remain alive. Rather than a seduction, this is a
plea, and an allusion to the very real threats and forms of intimidation from the period.

!
Unhappy Spain
The final song of my study is “Triste España sin ventura” (“Sad, unfortunate
Spain”), a 3-voice romance by Encina from C-Palacio. A strong statement about sorrow,
it makes a fitting conclusion to a topic that depicts the cultural turmoil and strife that
Spain experienced (see Table 3.31). While it may have been written for the death of
Isabel in 1504,111 a broader expression of grief may have been intended, since it was
authored by Encina, who was so subtle and clever with his wordplay.

111

Barbieri, 162, (Paulus, 4)
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Table 3.31. “Triste España sin ventura,” text
Spanish

English

Triste España sin ventura,

Sad, unfortunate Spain

todos te deben llorar

everyone must mourn

despoblada de alegría,

stripped of joy,

para nunca en ti tornar.

never to return.

!
In the text, Encina displays his talent for words; there is more meaning between
the lines than a simple lament, even if on the death of Isabel. The word “despoblada” is a
clever choice; it can mean “stripped away,” but also means “depopulated.” With the
banishment of the Moors and Jews, Encina views his country as depopulated of joy,
which will never return. Since there is some conjecture that Encina came from a Jewish
background, it is not implausible to think that his subtle wordplay is intentional. The
musical setting is homophonic and homorhythmic, with short melismas at cadences (see
Example 3.43). The slowly moving, restricted melody is appropriate for a lament, and
begins in G dorian; but slips into D phrygian (see Example 3.48), using the most plaintive
and indicative of Spanish tonalities to express the absence of happiness.

!
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Example 3.48: “Triste España sin ventura”

!
Despite the sense of loss expressed here for a time of convivencia, the influences
of Moorish culture and the inevitable mixing of peoples had become irrevocable elements
of Spanish culture, as demonstrated most effectively by the Reconquista Songs, Morisco
Songs, and Songs of Love, Rejection, and Grief.
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CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSION
The secular songs in this study describe events, themes, historic figures, and
narratives. While some works can be tied to specific events, many are harder to pin down.
Working with song texts and sources with overlapping dates and historical references
caused innumerable organizational issues for sharing this research. Establishing a
chronological order is problematic when a court canciónero is compiled the same decade
as several vihuela publications, or when songs refer to events that occurred 30 to 100
years before the work was published. Further complications arise when the geographical
terrain is in constant flux, from a court that moves from central Spain to Andalusia, to
composers living in markedly different regions, to the shifting border of the fronterizo, or
border of the Kingdom of Granada. These nuances, combined with the complexities
inherent in Spain’s triangle of cultures (Catholic, Moorish, and Jewish), and a reluctance
by some scholars to examine vihuela literature, may be why this research has not
previously been undertaken.
Creating categories based on narrative threads yielded satisfying results and made
working with a sizable amount of material manageable, allowing me to address a larger
number of works than is found in other studies of the same sources. Texts that reference
Moors typically have been treated in isolation across all areas of scholarship. Including
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more works creates a basis for comparison, expanding the perspective, and revealing
compelling changes of perceptions between the songs. The categories of Isabel, Carillo,
Reconquista, Granada, Morisco songs, and Songs of Love, Rejection, and Grief, were not
contrived or forced, but emerged naturally after an examination of the works. These
categories also illuminated differences in narrative between the vihuela sources and the
cancióneros.
The courtly, idealized expressions of love and beauty in the Isabela and Carillo
songs lay the groundwork for comparison to works that portray conflict, battles, and the
Moors, revealing differences in perspective, mood, form, and expression. The eight
Carillo songs have not previously been identified as a group linked to Archbishop
Alfonso Carillo. They further share a pastoral nature, similarities in text, and a narrative
construing Carillo as an advisor on love. Additionally, three of the Carillo works are by
Encina. He also wrote three of the songs in the Granada category. It is relevant that
Encina chose to write several pieces on one topic. Since he may have sought an
appointment in the monarch’s court by composing works accentuating their greatest
achievements or personal interests, these duplications of material indicate that the Carillo
legend was real, and the pieces portrayed intentional references of an admired man.
The fact that the vihuelist-composers did not write any Carillo songs and just two
Isabel songs (which may have been for the consort of Charles V) is telling. Most of the
vihuelist-composers were associated with court life, so the absence of flattering portraits
indicates they were less interested in pastoral subjects and light court entertainment than
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the composers of the previous generation. They also reflect a somber change in society,
post-reconquista.
The section on the reconquista songs reveals a turning point in musical styles and
perceptions. The vihuelist-composers represented here differ in narrative of their works
from those in the cancióneros. The viewpoints of the songs in the published collection,
from the vantage of dating a half century after the fall of Granada, show that events of the
reconquista remained contemporary. The specific towns and conflicts represented in these
works may warrant only a brief footnote in most Spanish history texts. The fact that they
are set to music, often with melismas highlighting place names, gives us a better sense of
the import of these places and hence, their conquests.
The differences between the two sources are nowhere more evident than in the
categories of the Granada songs, represented only in cancióneros, and Morisco songs,
found only in the vihuela publications. While the songs in the former highlighted heroism
and acquisition of cities, land, and riches, the vihuela publications counted the losses of
the Moorish king and the culture that was being suppressed. Given the rising intolerance
towards the Moorish community after 1492, and the consequent Morisco rebellions, it is
possible to assume that the music of the vihuelist-composers reflects a divergent public
sentiment, one that viewed the violence with sorrow and pined for the tenuous
convivencia and the cultural richness of previous generations.
The Songs of Love, Rejection, and Grief are heavily represented in the canciónero
genre, and these works are among the few in those sources that address the cultural shift,
albeit obliquely. The songs about Moorish girls combine pastoral settings with more
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ominous connotations implied by use of loaded language, such as chained, captive, and
locked. This terminology is unsettlingly like that of the battle and conquest songs in the
Reconquista and Granada Song categories, and can be seen as defining Moorish women
as chattel, gained through conquests, or part of the “rich store” viewed in the fields.
The Morisco songs and Songs of Love, Rejection, and Grief exemplify the loss of
freedom of movement through the subjugation and expulsion of a significant population.
Yet, visual reminders of the Moorish culture endured in the architecture of great buildings
and intimate neighborhoods. The efforts of the Catholic monarchs to control or eradicate
every remnant of Moorish culture could not erase the collective memory, which persisted
in recalling a people who shaped their society for hundreds of years.
Whether or not the convivencia really existed in the more general way is not clear.
Moreover, that is not as vital as how it may have been remembered as an ideal in the
minds of the people, who witnessed dramatic changes in their lives. By starting with the
lighter court songs that honor Isabel and Carillo, and moving to the battle songs and the
Morisco Songs, this shift of tone is perceptible. A nostalgia for the cultural and social life
of the past received solace from the idealized memories of convivencia.
This study sought to identify areas for deeper research into the sources — both the
cancióneros and the vihuela publications — to assess related narratives, contemporary
commentary, and musical value. The song categories illuminated an issue regarding the
accepted dates for C-Colombina. If the piece “Olivida” does represent Ferdinand II’s
conquest, then the collection can be dated ten to fifteen years later than previously
thought, and can be included with the cancióneros that feature the fall of Granada. A
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narrative analysis of the collection may yield more such works, which would call for a
reassessment of the dating of C-Colombina.
Narrative categories also brought to light an interesting connection between
Fuenllana and Pisador. Through their music, they both appear to have been quietly
protesting the banishment of Moorish culture by illustrating the hypocrisy of calling the
Moors to join in battle while expelling them, region by region. Their close geographical
approximation and the fact that the publication of Pisador (the amateur, unappointed
musician) predates Fuenllana’s by two years, warrants a closer look.
The vihuela publications, especially, receive significantly less scholarly attention
beyond the small number of performers and scholars who specialize in plucked-string
literature. These publications contain a treasure trove of texts that refer to events from the
early 1400s to the 1530s. Vihuela sources can be mined for regional influences, their use
of language, as well as the compositional style of each composer. Moreover, unlike the
cancióneros, the vihuela publications also contain sacred music, which has received very
little consideration. The historical value and musical merit of all of these compositions
makes them worthy of this type of broader examination. Further attention will assuredly
contribute to our understanding of this turbulent, but artistically rich, period in Spain.

!
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Date

Catholic Figures

Nasrid Dynasty

Events

711

Roderic (Rodrigo).
Lost Hispania (Iberia)

Tariq ibn-Ziyad
(Umayyad). Conquered
Hispania (Iberia)

Moors conquer Spain

1043–1099

El Cid (Rodrigo)

1200

1252–1284

Sources

University of: Palencia (1212),
Salamanca (1218), Valladolid
(1241), Murcia (1272), Alcalá
(1293), Lleida (1300)
Alfonso X, reign

Cantigas de
Santa María

1382

All Spain reconquered except
Kingdom of Granada

1408

Gibralter, Estepona, Marbella,
Ronda attacked.

1409

Yusef III (1408-1417)

Antequera Reconquered

1412 –1416 reign, Ferdinand I,
Aragon
1451

Isabella born

1454

Enriquez IV.Castile,
Reign: 1454-1474)

1458

John II (Aragon,
Reign: 1458-1479)

1469

Isabel I & Fernando II
married

Sa’ad (1454-1464)
Estepona Reconquered, 1457
Mulay (father of Boabdil,
1464-1482)

C-Colombina
1460s -1480s

1482

Boabdil (Mohammed
XII, 1482-1483). Lost
Alhama.

Beginning of War against
Granada; Alhama captured

1485

Mulay Hacén
(1483-1485)
El Zagal (1485-1486,
(Mohammed XIII, uncle
of Boabdil, bro. of
Mulay)

Ronda reconquered, Marbella
returned to Castile.

1489

Baza surrendered

1491–1492

Boabdil 1486-1492. Lost
Granada.

8 month siege of Granada

1492

Expulsion of Jews

1499–1500

First Rebellion of Moriscos

1502

Islam outlawed in Castile

1504

Isabella died.
Succeeded by Juana.

1505–1520
1516

C-Palacio
Fernando died.
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Date

Catholic Figures

1516–1556

Charles V, K. Spain,
HRE 1519-1556, m.
Isabel of Portugal

Nasrid Dynasty

Events

Sources

1536–1547

Milán (1536),
Narváez
(1538),
Mudarra
(1546),
Valderrábano
(1547)

1550

C-Medinaceli

1552

Pisador
(1552),
Fuenllana
(1554)
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Map 1: THE IBERIAN PENINSULA
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Map 2: CENTRAL SPAIN
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Map 3: KINGDOM OF GRANADA
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Song

Composer

Source

Form

Setting

“A biente y siete de marçoAnonymous

C-Medinaceli

romance

4 v.

“A De antequera sale el Moro"
Fuenllana

1554

romance

vihuela

“A las armas,
moriscote”

Fuenllana

1554

romance

vihuela

“A las armas,
moriscote”

Pisador

1552

romance

vihuela

“Alburquerque"

Anonymous

C-Palacio

romance

3 v.

“Alegrate Isabel”

Gerónimo

C-Medinaceli

cancíon

3 v.

“Aquella mora garrida" Gabriel

C-Palacio

villancico

4 v.

“Argimina"

Valderábano

1547

cancíon

vihuela

“Ay que non era”

Anonymous

C-Palacio

villancico

4 v.

“Caballeros de Alcalá” Martinez

C-Palacio

romance

3 v.

“Carillo, Carillo, si tu
quisieres”

Garcon

C-Medinaceli

cancíon

4 v.

“Carillo, muy mal me
va”

Anonymous

C-Palacio

villancico

3 v.

“¿Carillo, Quieresme
bien?”

Anonymous

C-Medinaceli

cancíon

4 v.

“Con pavor recordó el moro
Milán

1536

romance

vihuela

“Daca, bailemos,
Carillo”

Encina

C-Palacio

villancico

3 v.

“Di, per[r]a mora"

Anonymous

C-Medinaceli

cancion

4 v.

“En Avila”

Anonymous

C-Palacio

villancico

3 v.

“Gasajosa está Carillo” Garcon

C-Medinaceli

cancíon

4 v.

“Isabel, perdiste la tu faxa”
Mudarra

1546

villancico

vihuela

“La Mañana de San Juan"Pisador

1552

romance

vihuela

“Levanta Pascual”

Encina

C-Palacio

villancico

3 v.

“Muy crueles voces”

Anonymous

C-Colombina

villancico

3 v.

“Muy crules voces”

Anonymous

C-Palacio

villancico

3 v.
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Song

Composer

Source

Form

Setting

“Nuevas te traygo”

Anonymous

C-Colombina

villancico

3 v.

“Nuevas te traygo”

Encina

C-Palacio

villancico

4 v.

“Olivida tu perdicion”

Anonymous

C-Colombina

romance

4 v.

“Passeavase el rey moro“Narváez

1538

romance/
hybrid

vihuela

“Passeavase el rey moro“Pisador

1552

romance/
hybrid

vihuela

“Passeavase el rey moro"Fuenllana

1554

romance/
hybrid

vihuela

“Por los campos"

Torre

C-Palacio

romance

3 v.

“Por las sierras”

Peñalosa

C-Palacio

motet

6 v.

“Quedate, Carillo,
adiós”

Encina

C-Palacio

villancico

4 v.

“Qu’es de ti,
deconsolado?"

Encina

C-Palacio

romance

3 v.

“Quien vos habla"

Anonymous

C-Palacio

villancico

4 v.

“Rompase la sepoltura” Anonymous

C-Palacio

romance

3 v.

“Mayoral"

Anonymous

C-Palacio

villancico

3 v.

“Si te quitasse"

Pisador

1552

villancico

vihuela

“Una sañosa porfia”

Encina

C-Palacio

romance

4 v.

“Sobre Baza estaba el ReyAnonymous

C-Palacio

romance

3 v.

“Sospirastes Baldovinos”Milán

1536

romance

vihuela

“Tres morillas”

Anonymous

C-Palacio

villancico

3 v.

“Tres moricas"

D. Fernandez

C-Palacio

villancico

3 v.

“Triste España sin venturaEncina

C-Palacio

romance

4 v.

“Viva el gran Re”

Verardi

C-Palacio

villancico

4 v.

“Ya se asiento el rey
Ramiro"

Narváez

1538

romance

vihuela

